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EDITORIAI. COMMEI{T

"Snviet Anti-Semitism",

The Status of Soviet Jews

In our preceding editorial article, we dealt with a number of ques-
tions centering around the appearance of the Kichko book ludkism
Without Embellishment. We turn now to certain other aspects of the
status of Jews in the Soviet Union.

Ieuish Culture

The fate which befell Jewish cultural institutions and leading Jew-
ish cultural ffgures under Stalin in the period beginning in 1948-a
fate not confined to ]ews-is too well known to require detailed re-
counting here. It is rather on the steps taken to reofrfy these terrible
injustices and crimes that we wish to du,ell, since these have become
a center of current controversy.

Even a brief survey shows ,that these steps have been considerable.*
Within the past several years, ffrst of all, many ]ewish cultural ffgures
who had been unjustly executed or imprisoned have been rehabilitated

-a rehabilitation which has been much more than nominal. Memorials
have been erected in their honor, streets named after them, exhibits
of their lives and work presented. And the wolks of the Jewish rvriters
among them have been extensively published.

In the Yiddish language, books by the great classical writers Sholena
Aleichem, L L. Peretz and Mendele Mocher Sforim have appeared,
as well as a novel and an anthology of short stories by David Bergel-
son, a volume,of poetry by Asher Schwartzman and another by Aaron
Vergelis. These were printed in editions ranging from 10,000 to
30,000.

*For additional details not presented here, see among other publications
the pamphlet by Herbert Aptheker, The FrauiL of "Soviet Anti-Semi,tism,"
New Century Publishers, 1962; "F,aets and Figures About Jews in the
Soviet Union," Morning Freiheit, Novernher 10, 1963; Jessica Smith, ('Jew-

ish Culture in the Soviet lfnion," Neut Worlil Reoiaw, February, 1963, "On
Charges of "Soviet Anti-Semitism," Ne,w World Reviuo, March, 1963.
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In Russian and other languages, Yiddish writers have been vOry
widely published. The Novosti Press Agency repo ts (Morning
Freiheit, November 10, 1968) that 'in the last seven years 187 books
of 80 Yiddish writers have been published in 15 languages of the peo-
ples of the USSR and 4 foreign languages in a total ediUon of 14
million copies." In 1959, the centennial of Sholem Aleichem's bir&
was publicly celebrated with 'the participation of leading Soviet gov-
ernment and literary ftgures. On this occasion, a special six-volume
edition of his works was published in 250,000 copies, and a special
commemorative postage stamp was issued. Last year a biography and
literary criticism of Sholem Aleichem by Professor Hersch Remenik
in Russian appeared, whose introduction states that no less than 500
editions of his works totaling 6 million copies had appeared in the
S,oviet Union.

Since August, 1961, a Yiddish bimon,thly magazine, Sorliet Home-
lnnd,, has been published in 2i,000 copies ,rrrJ"r the editorship of
Aaron Vergelis. More than a hundred Yiddish writers have fo'und
an outlet for their creative efiorts in its pages. Now, according to a
recent announcement by Vergelis, the magazine is to be published
monthly. In addition, it w"ill undertake the publication of books in
Yiddish.

Numerous theatrical and musical cornpanies exist, which tour the
country and appear before audiences totaling millions of people. In
1962, some 900,000 witnessed such performances in Moscow alone.
Some of these groups are professional, some amateur, some mixed.
Moscow boasts a professional drama group head"d by the veteran
actor Benjamin Schwartzer. Riga has a permanent chorus of 100, part
arnateur, part professional. Vilna has an amateur dramatic group of
over 50, a chorus of 30, a shing orchestra and a jazz band, recruited
from among its Jewish population. All this is aside from the numerous
producUons of Jewish plays or plays on Jewish themes in Russian and
other languages.

Meetings o[. Sooiet Homeland readers have been held, at which
Yiddish readings and songs were presented. Song boolcs and numerous
recordings of songs and readings in Yiddish have appeared.

The list could be expanded. Clearly, this is a f.ar cry from an official
policy of forcibly suppressing ]ewish culture, such as is recklessly
charged in certain circles in this country. The facts belie the statement
of Senator Javits at the American Jervish Con-ference of Soviet T"*ry
that the Soviet government "crushes every vestige of Jewish "ritrr"iNor is it true, as Senator Ribicofi asserts, that in the case of tho
executed or imprisoned jewish cultural leaders 'ho efiort was mado
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for pubtric rehabilitation as it has been done in the cases of other
Stalinist victims." If, to take but one instance, a public monument to the
noted actor Solomon Mikhoels in Moscow at whose unveiling leading
public officials spoke is not public rehabilitation, we should like to
lnow what is. There is just as little truth in Senator Ribiaofi's charge
that in Moscow and Leningrad "there is neither a professional nor an
arnateur Jewish theater nor any other Jewish cultural or artistic group
perrnitted to exist." Such inventions are but a part of the arsenal
of unreasoning anti-Sovietism.

At the same time, however, the restoration of Yiddish cultural insti.
tutions admittedly falls considerably short of what existed prior to
1948. For example, the publication of books in Yiddish has so far
been limited to a small number of vclumes. There are no Yiddish
newspapers other than the Birobidianer Shtern. The state theater in
Moscow headed by Mikhoels has not been restored. No schools c,r
classes in the Yiddish language exist. The question naturally arises:
why has the process been thus limited?

This is defended by Soviet authorities on the gound that, thanks
to the high degree of assimilation among Soviet Jews, the demand
for such institutions has drastically diminishodr. Against this, it is con-
tended by various groups in this country, including even some pro-
gressive Jewish circles, that since in the 1959 census some 472,000
Soviet Jews designated Yiddish as their mother tongue, a substantial
demand does exist. Further, however small the number desiring Yid-
dish cultural forms might become, it is incumbent on the Soviet gov-
ernment, in the name of full equality of 'all national groups, to make
them freely available.

We shall not presume here to judge the magnitude of this demand
in the Soviet Union. But whatever it may be it can be argued, we thin\
that the circumstances warrant leaning over backward to assure its
fulffllment. Not to do so is to give insufficient consideration to the
impact on the Jewish people, including those who do not speak Yid-
dish, of the excesses against Jewish cultural institutions and leaders
in the latter days of the S,talin regime. It is to reckon without the
heightened consciousness of Jews everywhere, including Soviet Jews,
of their Jewish identity as a consequence of the crimes of Hitlerism.
This is aptly described by Jessica Smith ('Jewish Culture in the So-
viet Union," New Woild, Reoieus, February, 1963) in connection with
a visit to a factory in Gorky in 1945. She wrtes: 'When the chief en-
gineer, who showed us around, found ,out that my husband was also
a Jew, he flung his arms around him with special warmth. He told us
then that before tho war he had practically forgotten that he was a
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Jew, but that Hitlert brutal anti-Semitism had revived in him a ne\y
consciousness of his Jewish heritage." The crimes of 1948 and after,
even though they were not conff"ned to Jews, could only serve to
strengthen that consciousness.

In the light of 'this, it seems to us that not to go out of onds way
with regard to the availability of such things as Yiddish newspapers
or classes (whose viability or lack of it wo,uld soon show itself in
practice), or of religious articles, reflects an insufficient sensitivity
to the continued existence and effects of anti-Semitism.

We must reject, however, any idea that this represents a policy of
forced assimilation of Soviet ]ews. We believe that the criticisms
levelled against the Soviet Union on this score, however well-intended,
are ill-founded and harmful in their effects. Such critics fail to giver
adequate consideration to the pronounced changes both in the char-
acter of Soviet Jewry and in Soviet life in general, as a consequence
of which the situation today is in important respects not cornparable
to that prior to 1948.

What Has Changeil,?

The process of assimilation, r,vhether one likes it or not, has con-
tinued to take its inexorable course. This process was already well
under way in the thirties, even while the flowering of Yiddish cul-
tural activities was at its peak. And, this is no't surprising, for the very
policies which led to that flowering simultaneously opened the doors
to the integration of Jews into all phases of Soviet life. As a result,
there soon developed a pronounced decline in participation in these
activities, a decline which has been noted by a number of observers
of varying political views.

The veteran Bundist leader Gregory Aronson wrote (The Jewis'l'r,
Problem in the Sooi,et Union, 1944, p. 115):

. . . industrialization became one of the most decisive assimilating
factors, among others, in Russia. It must be recognized that the mass
influx of ]ews into industry and into government institutions played
an important and progressive role in the social and econornic
sense. . . . But it would be futile to seek in this progressive process
evidence of a Jewish cultural, spiritual and national upsurge among
the ]ewish workers and [state] employees. (Translated from the
Yiddish.)

More recently, Joshua Kunitz wrote (Monthly Reoiew, April, 1958):

By lhe end of the '30s the Soviet Jeu,ish youth had on the whole
ceased to be Yiddish speaking. The number of students in the Yid-
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dish sehools had shrunk to ab'out 60,000. The leadership of the
Yiddish press .had shrunk to the vanishing point. . . Altogether,
gnly a small, _inbred middle-aged group or irofessional yidil"ishists
had remained to, carry on, birt tli'ey iould'not have r"rt"a 1o"g.'
There can be little doubt that had it not been for state ftrrurr"irr[,
most of the Yiddish cultural undertakings would have collapsed is
long ago as 'the end of the tOs.

The Israeli historiar, Dr. Raphael Mahrer, reached the following
conclusion from his observationJ (History of th,e Jewish people, citecl
inYidd.ishe Kultur, June, Ig5B)l

_..P,".rpitu the c-reation of a modern yiddish school system and of
Yrcldrsh cultural institutions , _. by the government itself, the
flourishing_of the socialist yiddish *rt .e iri the soviei union did
not have a long existence. . . . The assinrilation proceeded with such
1, 

rrpjq j."ppo as has no equal in Jewish histor). (Translated from
the Yiddish.)

True, this trend was 
_afig9ted- by the Nazi persecution and by the

inflr1x, 9yrl"g World War II, of yiddish-sp""kirg 
Jews saved ty me

soviet union from the Nazi gas chambeis. nui i[ has und,oubtedly
resumed 

it1 pSce p ,!" postwar period, and especially during the last
decade with the development of ihe transition to a co-*rnii society.

T9{uy the marke't for Yiddish p,ublications is small, and is not meas-
ured by the fact that close to half a milrion Jews claim yiddish as
their mo'ther t-ongue, important as this is in othlr respects. The actual
demand is indicated rather by the fact that vergerii even while an-
nouncing the conversion of sooiet Homeland. to a monthly, also stated
that the number printed would not be increased. The Nei york Times
reports (May 18, 1964): "The editors of sovietish Heimland are un-

{erstoof oo l1y_" rejected the idea of an expansion of the present
circulation of 25,000 after an advertising campaign in areas'with a
potential Jewish readership failed to elicit a iubstantial number of
subscriptions."

Further, the Leninist precept of the fulr equality of all nationalities,
in contrast to bourgeois nationalism, regardJthis not as the means of
endlessly perpetuating distinct nati,onil cultures but rather as the
necessary basis for the eventual amalgamation of nations, a pro,cess
dictated by the growth of a common econornic life and a world econ-
o1y. fhls process is already taking place in the Soviet Union, and
will undoubtedly be speeded 

"p LJ the transition to communism
ad,vances. An indication of this is given in a story by Theodore shabad
in the New York Times (october 20, 1968). HL reports: "The soviet
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Union is quietly pressing a far-reaching plan to convert the present
structure of the national republics into a system of regional federa-
tions. . . . The new system would be an intermediate stage toward the
establishment of a unitary state based on a single 'Communist cul'
ture."'

Clearly, such a process is bo'r:nd to accelerate the assimilation of
the Soviet Jews, which is a natural Part of the general process of
a,malgamation, as Lenin has pointed out. In his polemics against the
nationalism of the Jewish Bundists, after disassociating assimilation
from forcible measures, he asks: "But does anything real remain in
the concept of assimilation after excluding any violence and any kind
of inequality?" To this he answers:

Unouestionablv ves! There remains that universal historical
tendeicv of 

"rpital'is* 
to smash down national barriers, to erase

national'differeices, to assimil.ata nations, which with each decade
shows itself more powerfully, and which constitutes one of the
greatest motive fordes transforming capitalism to socialism. (Lenin
6n the leuish Question,International Publishers, 1934, pp. 14-15.)

How much more powerfully d,oes this historical tendency manifest
itself when the transformation from capitalism to'socialism has been

completed and cornmunism is on the way.
The passage to oommunism also brings with it a conscious reduc-

tion in the role of the state-a fact which those who insist on the
restoration of a Yiddish state theater ovorlook. As far back as 1959,

a Reuters dispatch stated (NeusYorkTimes, January 18, 1959):

State subsifies are being withdrawn from a number of theaters
in Moseow, Leningrad and'other cities, the newspaPer Sovietskaya
Kultura reported today.

In the future the tlieaters will be self-supporting, relying on box-
office proceeds.

Thddecision was taken by the Ministry of Culture at the request
of the theaters as their "contlibution to the building of communism"'

This is associated with a growing attachment of such cultural insti-
tutions to peoplds organizations rather than the state, as well as a
progessive blurring of the demarcation between professional and

amateur status of participants. Thus, the Soviet journalist Solomon

Rabinovdch states ("Jewish Culture in the Soviet Union'):

[Critics] ask why haven't we a permanent professional theater-
they recall the Nlikhoels Theater, so famous in its time. We see no
,reed to return to that today. The ]ewish theater is developing along
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new lines, with many amateurs participating as well as Drofessionals.
There is a tendency today to <Ievelop folliperformanc^es of all our
nationalities-even a militia man may-beeomE an amateur actor, and
the Jewish theater too is developing along these lines.

The fact is that the state of the Yiddish theater in the soviet union
is far superior to that in the united states, where it has by now a[
but vanished. Here there- are no touring cornpanies performing before
large a,diences, and what remains of the once-flourishing -yidaish
theater in New York is pathetic indeed.

Finally, one should not underestimate the signiffcance of the huge
volume of_publication of Jewish works in Russian and other languages.
To provide Jewish culture to the overwhelming majority of-soviet
Jews-not to speak of the entire soviet people-is to provide it in these
languages. If the Soviet government wire bent, as its enemim claim,
on oblit-erating the cultural and spiritual life of soviet Jews, it toould
in the first pLace supprgss this aspect. But quite to the contrary, the
disseminatio,n of Jewish literature is fostered to a degree which is
entirely unmatched in this 

-country, 
and orutstanding ]Lwish literary

figures^are 
-offi-cialJr 

honored in a manner which hai no counterpart
here. Clearly the Soviet regime, far from wishing to wipe out Jewish
culture, views it as a vital element in Soviet crrltrrral life and in the
fusion of cultures which is beginning to take shape there.

Iews in Professional and Public Life

A favorite anti-s'oviet canard is the allegation that a quota system
for Jews exists in soviet institutions of higier learning. for thii alle-
qatign no direct proof is offered; rather, the existence of such a system
is simply inferred from st-atistics on Jewish attendance at coireges
and universities. In like fashion, an efiort is made to dernonstrate i=he
systematic exclusion of ]ews from various professions and from public
posts.

^The 
assumption underlying this procedure is that if the proportion

oj-I-*r in a given fteld is small or declining, this is of itsert pioof of
deliberate exclusion-an obvious fallacy, since such fluctuati&rs may
be due to a variety of causes. If it appears credible, it is because in
this country such exclusion does exist and hence the absence or limited
participation of Jews in a particular ffeld is most often a consequence
of it.

- Curreltly, Jews comprise about 1% of the total Soviet population
but are 314% of the college population. In the tbirties tle peicentage
was much higher, and it is this decline which has been seized oo 6y
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such professional anti-Sovieteers as Moshe Decter as evidence of a

quota system ("Thr Status of the Jews in the Soviet lJnion," Foreign
Affairs, January,1963). But the drop can be explained by other fac-
tors, such as the rapid growth of literary and college attendance
among other nationalities as socialism developed and the exceptionally
high casualty rate among Jews during World War II. Aside from this,

'the fact that Jews are 31i times as numerous among college students
as they are in the total population can hardly be regarded as evidence
that they are being excluded.

Decter similarly seeks to make capital of the fact that ]ewish sci-
entists have declined frorn 1L7o of. the ,total in 1955 to 9.8% in 1960,

thanls to a more rapid growth in the numbers of Russians and
Ukrainians in this ffeld than of Jews. This, he contends, reflects an
official policy of restricting the access of Jewish youth to the univer-
sities and the professions in favor of others.

But it proves no such thing. University facilities and enrollments
in the Soviet Union have been rapidly expanding, and this has been
especially true with regard to the training of scientists. Hence special
encorragement could well be given to other nationalities which have
lagged behind the Jews in this field without necessarily lessening in
any degree the accessibility of scientiffc training to ]ewish youth. But
this apparently does not occur to Decter, who is bent on proving the
opposite.

Jews continue to form an exceptionally high proportion of those
engaged not only in science but in ,o'ther professional ffelds as well.
Thus, they constitute L4.7% of all doctors, l4.UZ of all writers, 10.4%

of all lawyers, more than L3% of all artists and more than 23% of all
composers. Such ffgures, again, are scarcely in&cative of the existence
of quo'ta systems.

Nor is it true, as the fast sheet issued by the American Jewish Con-
ference on Soviet J"*y alleges, that "Jews have virtually disappeared
from key'security-sensitivd areas such as the armed forces, diplomatic
corps and membership in the Supreme Soviets of the 15 republics."

In the top echelons of the armed forces, ]ews are represented by
Ceneral of the Army Yakov Kreizer, Lieutenant-General David
Dragunsky, rnore than 100 others with the rank of general and far
greater added numbers of lower rank. Among Jews in top positions in
the diplomatic and foreign services are N. Tsarapkin, Chief of the So-

viet Mission at the Geneva Disarmament Conference, and G. Men-
delevich, Seoretary of the Soviet Mission to the United Nations.

Jews in high government Posts include Deputy Premier and Chair-
man of the USSR Economic Council Veniamin Dymshitz, Cabinet
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Minister of the Lithuanian Socialist Republic Ilya Beliavicus, Deputy
Minister of Construction of the Byelorussian Socialist Republic Leonid
Paperny, Deputy Chairman of the Minsk City Soviet Israel Kazhdan,
as well as many others who are members of Supreme Soviets of repub-
lics and other bodies. There are, in a11,7,647 ]ews among the deputies
to Supreme and lo,cal Soviets.

To be sure, this num er is considerably less than l% of the total
number of dep'uties, and this too is seized upon by Decter as supp,osed
evidence of exclusion of Jews "as a security risk group-suspected of
actual or potential disloyaltn of essential alien-ness." But here, too,
mere smallness of numb,ers is not by itself proof of exlusion.* Cer-
tainly these "experts" would never think of playing such a "numbers
game" in relation to, say, the current absence of ]ews frorn the Presi-
dent's Cabinet olthe relatively small numbers of Jews in state legis-
latures dorninated by rural areas, or, for that matter, the small num-
ber of Jews in the U.S. Senate.

The oontention that Jews have been virtually eliminated from
"security-sensitive" areas as being alien and untruthworthy is clearly
belied by the facts cited above (as it is also by the fact that some
400,000 ]ews are members of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union). It is contradicted also by the participation of Jewish scientists
in such ffelds of work as the space program. Concerning this, the Naro
York Times writer H^oy Schwartz notes (June 16, 1964):

Speaking in Washington in 1959, Premier Khrushchev paid tribute
to Soviet scientists of Jewish o,rigin by indicating they had played
a prominent nole in Soviet space technology, which permitted the
Sorriet Union in that year to land a rocket on the moon. But the
nanxes of Sotsiet space scientists haae in ge,neqal been kept secret as
part of the seanritg ctrranganxents zurrounding the Soai.et space pro-
gram. (Emphasis added. )

The important fact is that ]ews are actively involved in all phases
of Soviet life, whatever their precise numbers, and that outstanding

Jewish ffgures are to be found in every ffeId of activity. Among these,
in addition to the names already mentioned, are such representative
individuals as the writer Ilya Ehrenburg, the physicist Lev Landau,

* One writer, for example, makes mueh of the questionable allegation that
of !,443 members of the Supreme Soviet only five are Jews. But even if
we were to accept this, the fact is that if Jews were present in the same
proportion as in the total population (7%) the number would rbe only 14.
Where such snaall percentages are involved, differences such as this may
easily be the result of c,hance fluctuations and hence devoid of political
significance,
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the psychologist A. R. Luria, the directors of the Bolshoi Theater and
Bolshoi Ballet in Moscow and of the Maly Theater in Leningrad, the
musicians David Oistralh, Emil Gilels and Leonid Kogan. And there
are many more,o

Nor has dte Soviet government been sparing in its recognition of
outstanding achievements by Jews, who cornprise a considerable part
of recent Lenin Award and other prize winners. Of tlis, Edmund
Stevens, Moscow correspondent of the Chicago Daily News, writes
(Mry 9, 1964):

Perhaps the best answer to charges current in the West that the
povigt government is conducting a Jew-baiting policy was provided
hy tt " 

recent awards of Lenin prizes. Out of nine prizes iri science
four were awarded to Jews. Out of four in literatrire and arts two
were awarded to Jews, ballerina Maya Plisetskaya and cellist Mstis-
lav Rastropovich.-

H*y Sdrwartz points out (Neur York Times, June 16, 1g64) that
of 103 persons nominated for full membership in the Soviet Academy
of Science at least 16 were Jewish, and of 438 norninated as corres-
ponding members at least 58. These proportions, he notes, are well
above the proportion of Jews among Soviet scientists.

Certainly, this is not a picture of exclusion. Rather, it demonstrates
the veqy opposite. Far from suffering the discrimination which the
anti-Soviet "erperts" seek to manufacture through the torturing of
statistics, ]ews play an active anrd honored role in Soviet society.

leus and, Economic Crimes

In recent years, a considerable clarnor has developed over the higlr
proportion of Jews among ihose executed for econornic crimes. Of
roughly 150 such executions reported in the Soviet press, it is pointed
out, about 60% involved individuals with Jewish names. And this, it
is argued, can only be regarded as anti-Semitisrn, whether deliberate
o,r otherwise.

Anti-Soviet circles in this country have made these exesutions the
basis of a vicious campaign of slander, charging that they are de-
signed to mako the Jews scapegoats for the alleged failures of the
Soviet economy and the.cornrption which, they claim, pervades all
of Soviet society including the Communist Party itself. But expressions

*For a more comprehensive compilation, the reader is referred to the
pamphlet ,hy Herbert Aptheker mentioned ahove, which has been used as
the source of these and certain other facts presented in this section, also
of the quotation from Professor Berman cited below.
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of alarm and protest have come also from individuals not hostile to the
Soviet Union, notably from Bertran'd Russell who some time ago

addressed a letter to Premier Khrushchev on the subject.

The concern is understandable; nevertheless, the charge of anti-
Semitism is unfounded in this case, too. The mere numbers of Jews
lnvolved ale not in themselves proof of an anti-Semitic policy. To
rillusirate the point, in this country during the past decade several

mass trials on narcotics charges have taken place in which virtually
all the defendants were Italian. Yet no one has seriously charged the
federal government with conducting an anti-Italian campaign, or even

with being unintentionally anti-Italian. Why, then, is the Soviet gov-

errunent, on similar grounds, accused of being anti-Jewish? In part,

because of the general hysteria which has been whippod uP over
"soviet antisemitisnt''; in part because of the extreme severity of the
sentences. But not because there is any direct proof that Jews are

being singled out as such for execu,tion.

The Soviet Union, as a socialist country in the process of transition
to communism, takes an extremely dim view of economic crimes, re-

garding them as among the worst of ofienses, and the penalties are

coorespoodingly severe. In this respect, the Soviet scalo of values

differJ greatly frorn that of capitalist society, in which graft and cor-

ruption are considered part of the normal mode of existence. In his
r"ply to Bertrand Russell, Khlushchev makes pointed reference to
this. He says:

Every state has its legislation. Our_ Soviet state also has its laws
that ar; based on socialist morals. What is often regarded in bour-
geois society as valiant is rejected by our morals and condemned
6y oor lawi. For example, it is not customary in- bourgeois society
to show interest in how and from where money has been accumu-
lated. This, )irou see, is considered to be the private afiair of the one
who has mide this capital. But this capital is made by means of
exploiting, robbing mil-lions of people, and sometimes even by way
of-murder and other crimes. In such a society a Person possessing

capital enjoys respeot no matter how he made his money. Their
principle is:-a thief not caught is not a thief. But even when such
i thief is caught red-handed Ie is not often put in prison. More often
than not, thii case does not even reach court because a person with
money has his men among,those who are called upon to contnol the
observance of law. . . .

Our morals and our laws are based on other principles. The morals
of our society are the morals of the rvorking people. He who does
not work, neither shall he eat-such are our m'orals. Our state, our
society, with the help of laws, protects honest working people from
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parasites, from idlers who trample upon the morals of socialist so-
ciety and want to live by robbing others, or by appropriating,
through dishonest machinations, thJvalues in creating which th6;
have not taken part.

The important question is whether the law is impartially enforced
and trials are fair or not. And competent observeri have noted that
this is indeed the case. Thus, Professor Harold Berman of the Harvard.
Law School, on the basis of his observations while a Visiting Profes-
sor at the University of Moscow in 1962, stated:

In the past months I have read reports in American newspapers
that anti-Semitism is supposedly gro^wing in the Soviet Uni6n.^ To
my.mind there is a large- elemen[ of subjectivism and inaccuracy
in these repots. I know they are often connected with the recent
trials in the USSR of big speculators, thieves and embezzlers. How-
ever, this in my opinion, does no't mean that discrimination is being
purlue{ against the Jews. My Jewish friends in the Soviet Union]
with whom I discussed this question, confirmed this. For among
those convicted are not only Jtws but individuals of other nationl
alities.

The reasons for the exceptional involvement of Jews in these crimes
(and it should be noted that the num,ber involved are but a minute
fraction of the Jervish population) merit examination, which we do
not propose to undertake here. But these reasons, the evidence indi-
cates, must be sought elsewhere tllan in a policy of anti-Sernitism.

The USSR and the U.S.

In the preceding pages, we have examined certain aspects of the
status of Soviet Jews and the nature of the charge of anti-Sernitism
levelled against the Soviet government. We have not attempted to
cover all of these charges. To do so wo,uld require much more space,
and in any event the stream of such attacks is endless. But we believe
that what we have dealt with is more than enough to demonstrate the
false, slanderous character of the campaign against "soviet anti-
Semitism," by which so many honest Americans have been taken in.

This becomes all the more apparent when one examines the over-all
con&tions of life of Soviet Jews. Far frorn being ridden by discrimi-
nation and oppression and living in fear for their physical safety, as
the anti-Soviet calumniators would have it, their lives are vastly rnore
free of antiSemitism than are those of American Jews.

While we do not condone the deprivation of eyen the smallest
minority of its religion and culture, the fact is that questions of reli-
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gious practice and Yiddish culture directly afiect only a srnall and

dwlndling section of the Jewish people in the USSR. The question of
criminality affects an especially minute part.

With regard to economic and social status, matters which afiect
all Jews directly, there is no doubt whatever of their freedom from
discrimination to a degree unknown in this country.

In the Soviet Union, Jews are free to live wherever they please.

This is not the case in the United States, where Jews are plagued by
the all-too-familiar restrictive covenants and "gentlemen's agreements,"

and where the Jewish subruban communities have come to be referred
to as "gilded ghettos."

Nor 
-do 

Soviet Jews sufier the restrictions in employment charac-

teristic of this country, particularly in higher-ranking positions. There,

in addition to their prorninent role in such professions as medicine,

science, law, art and music, Jews are found widely employed as factory
managers and executives. Here, writes Vance Packard in his book

The Status Seekers (Cardinal Edition, 1961, p. 234):

. . . I't is the rare large corporation that considers Jews on their
qualifications alone in-filling-all its ranks. Some corporations shun

fews almost entirely. This is-particularly true in insurance, banking,
'automobile making, utilities, 6il, steel, h'eavy indrrstly. Others profeis
hospitality to Jewi; but then it often turns out tha-t Jews are_ really
weico*el only in the "inside jobs" requiring t_righ intellectual
capacitv such as research, creativity, actuarial skill, etc. The "out-
sid-e joLs," calling for contact wit6 clients or- the public or with
stockholders, are primarily reserved for Gentiles'

Speaking of his studies in a middle-sized city which he designates

as "Northeast City," Packard states ( p. 285 ) :

. . . I was looking for insights that might explain why the ljnes were
drawn against Jcws at many points in the city's social and business
life, espe"cially it the elite oi ulper-class level. i was curious to know,
in the Tace oi the frequently slated great resPect for Jews, why few
Tewish names appeaied among the officers of most of the banks,
irtilities and largf industrial ffr"ms. (Mostly, the leading ]ews were
merchants, lawyers, or textile plant operators.)

And only recently the American Jewish Committee, on the basis

of a study of fifty leading public utilities, eharged 'these companies

with "discriminatory practices against Jews and other minority groups
in the recruitment and pn'omotion of management personnel," stating
that "Jews made up less than I per cent of the total exeoutive person-

nel in these utilities." (Nau York Times, December 29, 1968')
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fu for quota systems in institutions of higher education, these havo
long existed in this country. Indeed, among American Jews they are
a familiar fact of life.

Of all such restrictions, Soviet Jews are free, and they truly live as
equals with all others. They are,ln fact, highly resentful of ihe false
charges of anti-Semitism levelled against the Soviet government. Thus,
in a letter to the Anglo-Jewish weekly, the Chicago Serrtinel (October
10, 1963), Dr. Allen Turban, who had only recently travelled in the
Soviet Union, said: "Broadcasts and newspaper reports (attacking the
Soviet policy toward Jews), without doing anyone any good, will
simmer back to the ]ewish people in the U.S.S.R., and I learned they
resent it very much. One Rabbi I spoke to, resented it with anger."

To be sure, instances of discrimination and anti-semitism occur.
But these are rernnants of the pasl exceptions to excepted practice,
and violations of Soviet law. In the United Sta,tes, in contrait, these
things are the accepted practice, the normal mode of b,ehavior, and
as yet scarcely touched by anti-discrimination laws.

There anti-Semitic and racist propaganda are outlawed; here such
propaganda is freely distrib'uted. Moreover, in our southern states
racist and segregationist practices are legally sanctioned and are en-
forced even in open deffance of the Federal Constitution an^d decisions
of the Supreme Court, while the Johnson Administration insists it is
powerless to intervene in the face of unbridled violence, terror and
murder. Indeed, whether actively or passively, officially on unofficially,
our government has served in fact as the instrument of monopoly
capital for the maintenance of its system of national oppression and
chauvinism.

It was the Soviet Union which took special measures to save
the lives of millions of ]ews in the face of the Nazi onslaught. It
was tho Soviet Union which, by its outstanding role in the defeat
of fascism, contributed raost to preserving the future of Jews every-
where. It was the Soviet Union which was instrumental in securing
the establishment of Israel. And it is the Soviet Union which today
defends the existence of Israel against those who would attack it.

Drew Pearson, in his column of February 2, I%4, states:

Western diplomats were flab,bergasted when Arab leaders ended
their Cairo c-onference on a modelate note. No one knew at ffrst
why the Arabs, who had been breathing ffre and brimstone, sud-
denly piped down.

U.S. diplomats have now learned the reason-a secret note re-
ceived by thg Arab states from the Kremlin warning them not to
start war with Israel.
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. . . The note reminded the fuabs that Premier Khrushchev's New
Year's message had urged all powers to refrain from using force to
settle boundary disputes and it was imperative that the Arab na-
tions settle their difierences with Israel by diplomatic means, not
war.

Can there be any clearer indication that Soviet policy embraces the
defense of the rights and freedom of all nations?

.ds we have stated, there are in our opinion grounds fon criticism
of Soviet policy in relation to the Jews, in particular of the failure to
wage all-out war against the persistent remnants of anti-Semitism.
But such criticisrn must be mado only uithin the frametaork of full
recognition of the m.tlgnificent achieoement of the Sooiet Union in
,,tiping out all national oppression and establishing the full equality ol
all nati,onaliti,es. la the case of the Soviet Jews, the transformation
from the conditions of Tsarist days has been exceptionally great. Not
to recognize these things, and to acquiesce in the accusations of anti-
Semitic policies employed by the anti-Soviet forces as a cotrd-war

weapon, is to do a disservice not only to the Jewish people, but aiso

to the struggles of all oppressed peoples for their freedom and to the
cause of world peace and friendship.
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Not Yet End of

Hnad 0n Mc[arran Act

The Communist Party won a signiffcant victory in the U.S. Supreme
Court on June Bth, in its fourteen year-old battle against the McCarran
Act. The highest court refused a rnotion by the Department of Justice
lawyers to review the unanimous opinion of the Appeals Court last
December, which reversed a trial court's oo,nviction of the Commu-
nist Party for failure ,to register under the law. Such registration
requires a listing of membership, of arnounts and sources of all
funds and assets, including printing and mimeographing equiprnent.
The Appeals Court decision, which set aside the conviction and
a fine of $120,000, upheld the Party's contentio,n that such registra-
tion by its officers would violate their rights against self-incrimination
under the Fifth Amendment. The Court ruled that in order to enforce
registration, the Department of Justice would have to ffnd "volunteers"
who would come forward to carry it out. To register would be to
plead guilty to a false and fraudulent built in verdict of the McCarran
Act, which deffnes a "Communist action' organization (identified in
hearings as the CPUSA) as a part of an international conspiracy
headed by "the C,ommunist dictatorship of a foreign country'' (iden-
tiffed in hearings as the Soviet Union), with the alleged purpo,se of
overthrowing the U.S. Government by the use of espionage, sabotage,
terrorism, force and violence.

This Supreme Court decision is an important step forward. But it
does not end the McCarran Act. There are five mo'e proceedings
at various levels in federal courts at this writing. The passport suit
of Dr. Herbert Aptheker and myself has been argued and is now
arvaiting decision. The Albertson-Proctor appeal on the membership
cases, now numbering 37, is from an Appeals Court decision which
bypassed decision on their case as "premature," that is, on the gro'unds
that no one had, yet been prosecuted for failure to register and found
guilty. The defense attorneys are asking that the Supreme Court
hear the case. Besides the Communist action cases, there are two
so-called "front" cases-The American Committee for the Protection
of the Foreign Born and the Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln

t8
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Brigade, whose appeals will be argued before the Supreme Court,
probably in the Fall. The case of the Mine, MilI and Smelter Workers'
Union is before the Appeals Court. They were cited under the C,om-
munist infflhation amendment of 1954.

It is plain to see from all this that the end of the road is not yet
in sight. There are also at present five in&ctments under the McCarran
Act. Three of these, two for alleged passport violations and one for
working in a defense plan! are resting on the outcome of our passlrcrt
decision. The main indicknent, against the Cornmunist Party, has

been dismissed. But Gus Hall and Benjamin J. Davis, well }uown
Cornmunist leaders, are still under indictment and $5,000 bail, for
refusing to register. Since proceedings in their cases were halted,
pending the outcome of the Party case, the logic of the Supreme Court
decision should. be their immedfute dismissal. Instead, the angry ffrst
reaction of the Department of Justice to inquiries by the press was
to threaten more indictments. Apparently they still have a fo,rlorn
hope of a my,thical "volunteer" to come forward to register the Party.
But the catch in 'this gimmick is that such a person would have to
be authorized by the officers to do so, which again raises the Fif h
Amendment issue.

On the membership citations, the logic of the Supreme Court cleci-
sion in the Party case should now extend the protection of the Fifth
Amendment to members as well as officers, and the S.A.C.B. citations
should be dismissed. But in the event that the Supreme Cowt follows
the ruling of the Appeals Coult in this matter and the "premature'
aspect is upheld, it means they will only be willing to pass upon
the membership section when there are actual violations and con-
victions. So indictments for refusing to register, trials, convictions and,
appeals to the courts oould ensue. Also, until the matter is finally
settled favorably by the Supreme Coiurt, which can be a time con-
suming process, the Department of Justice is not restrained from con-
tinuing the citation of rnore individuals before the S.A.C.B. or from
enforcing further the dragnet 'front" section against progressive or-
ganizations. The inffnite capacity of Attorney General Kennedy for
carrying on vendettas is plainly illustrated in ,the Hoffa persecution.
In these citations, one lying stoolpigeon sufices to secure a registra-
tion order from the S.A.C.B.

The Department of Justice, the F.B.I. and the S.A.C.B. all have
vested interests in prolonging the McCarran Act. There is a large legal
stafi specialized for this task, and a special group of F.B.I. agents
ferreting out prospective victims. It has highly paid informers and
stoolpigeons, and there is the S.A.C.B. junketing around the country,
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with fat salaries and expense accounts. There is also the fear, espe-
cially in an election year, of the ultra-Right screaming about "coddling
Communists." All of these factors are conducive to a policy of harass-
ment by the Department of Justiae under the McCarran Act, in
spite of the logic of the Supreme Court's decision. We should not be
surpised if such a policy materializes and be prepared to fight it.

I arn not a pessimist. I see the road ahead a comparatively short
one to the end ,of the MoCarran Act, as contrasted with the Iong
hard road behind us. But I am fearful of untimely complacency,
which will cause us to think it's all in the bag and to relax our
vigilance in struggle. In spite of this important and favorable decision
by the Supreme Court, which is a turning point towar'ds victory, we
must not forget that the McCarran Act is not yet repealed, nullifted,
scrapped or even inoperative. To fail to recognize this is to jeopardize
the success of the struggles ahead to end the McCarran Act.

The other side of the coin is the growing favorable atmosphere for
such struggles. We are witnessing an end to McCarthyism, the rising
tide of a great civil rights rnovement, a growing militancy of labor,
an active peace movement and the daily improvement of co-existence
relatiors between the socialist and capitalist worlds. While the
Court's decision does not declare the McCarran Act unconstitutio,nal
as yet, the extension of the Fifth Amendment protection to its
victims is a large step in that direction. If this position is now ex-

tended to all victims, it will make the Act inoperable and will prac-
tically nullify it. Pressure should now be in the direction of securing
its complete nulliftcation. The U.S. Supreme Court is not ob ivious
or immune to public expressions, both on a domestic and a world
scale. The McCarran Act has not aided the "image" of the U.S.A.
abroad as a citadel ,of democracy

There should be open and public approval of this decision. There
should be messages addressed to President Lyndon B. Johnson ex-

pressing this approval and urging him to order that all further pro-
ceedings under the McCarren Act be dropped by the Department of

Justice. Letters should go to the press on the desirability of burying
the N4cCarran Act as a disgrace to our country at home and abroad.
All committees representing the victims of the McCarran Act should
be actively and generously supported in all their further efforts. If
there is no let-down but rather a speedup in all directions, the odious
McCarran Act can be ffnished in 1"964. 

*

When this article was already set up in type, word came of two
major victories against repressive legislatiorr. In San Francisco the
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provision of the Landrum-Griffin Act, which makes it a crime for a
Communist to accep't office in a labor union was ruled unconstitu-
tional by the U.S. Court of Appeals in the gth Circuit. By a verdict
of 6 to 3 the Court reversed the conviction and six months' prison
sentence of Archie Brown. He is a well kno'rnm Co.mmunist, ran for
office as such several times and has been a mernber of his union for
thirty years. He was an elected mernber of the Executive Board of
Local 10, International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union.
At the time of his arrest in 1962, Attorney General Kennedy an-
nounced it was an important test case and that the Department of
Justice planned to enforce this law vigorously.

The Court held that this section conflicted with the First andi Fifth
Amendments of the U.S. Constitution. This knocks out Section 504,
which replaced the repealed affidavit provision of the Taft-Hartley
Law. The union, headed by Harry Bridges, supported Archie Brown
in his defense and challenge of this vicious anti-labor law. They have
won a great victory. It reaffirms the full rights of union mernber-
ship to Communists and thereby to all others. One shackle has been
struck down, thanks to the determined ffght of Archie Brown and his
union. The whole law shoutrd go next.

The second victory was the 6 to 3 decision of the U.S. Supreme
Court on June 22nd, declaring the passport provision of the McCarran
Act unconstitutional, under the Fifth Amendment. This resulted
from a suit by Dr. Herbert Aptheker and myself against Dean Rusk,
Secretary of State, demanding the restoration of our passports and
the right to travel, whiqh had been denied to us and others under this
law. The U.S. Government, in arguing that the Cornmunist Party
should register under this law had repeatedly asserted that member-
ship or leadership in the Party is not per sa criminal. ]udge Goldberg
repeated this in his presentation of tlle majority decision. His deci-
sion reaffirms that':freedom of travel is a constitutional liberty closely
related to rights of free speech and association."

]ustice Douglas reiterates in a concurring opinion that the right
to travel is a constitutional right and there is no such thing as "pre-
ventive detention" in the U.S.A. unless one is accused of a speciffc
crime and is under arrest. Justice Black, in a splendid separate but
corrcurring opinion, goes further. He states that he considers the en-
ti,re McCarran Act imalid and, unconstitutional as ( 1) a "Bill of At-
tainder"; (2) "i.t penalizes and yru.nishes peti,ti,oners and restricts their
liberty on legislati,ae and. ad:m.i.nistratioe fac't-findings that they are
subDersiues and in effect trai,tors to their country, uithout gioing them
the benefit of a trial according to d.ue process, rohich requi.res a trial
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by iurg before an independent iudge, after an i.ndictment and, in ac-
cordance aoith all the other procedural protections of tha Fourth,
Fifth and Sixth Amendmants; (3) i.t denies petitioners tha freedom of
speech, press and association which the First Amendment guarantees."
He concludes his historical staternent with this prophecy: "We cannot
take away the liberty of groups whose views most people detest with-
out jeopardizing the liberty o{ all others whose views, though popular
today, may themselves be detested tomorrow." This is an appro-
priate epitaph for the McCarran Act which, in the not far distant
future, will be buried under it.

NEW INSTITUTE FOUNDED

Readers will be interested in learning of the establishment re-
cently of The American Institute for Marxist Studies (AIMS). This
Institute seeks through research, forums, publicatioms, library and

informational services to overcome de facto illegalization of Marx-
ism that has so stultiffed the intellectual atmosphere in the United
States during the years of the cold war.

In the three months of its existence over 170 scholars in the
United States already have associated themselves in this effort.
These men and wornen differ in their philosophical and political
orientations, but all are agreed that rational conversation must
replace irrational vituperation.

For details write to A I M S, 20 East 30th Street, New York,
N. Y. 10016.

BETTY GANNETT

[risis in Southeast Asia

, Once again, as in the fateful days of October 1962 U.S. imperialism
threatens to plunge the world into a new crisis which jeopardizes the
peace of the globe. "The deteriorating situation in Southeast Asia,"
editorializes the N. Y. Times (]une 21, 1964), 'has induced the John-
son Administration to begin an exercise in brinkrnanship that could
conceivably end in lvar between the United States and China."

But the subterfuge for today's brinkmanship canno,t be, as it was
asserted to be in the Caribbean crisis, a rising threat to our national
security. After all the Indochina Peninsula is 7,000 miles (not g0 miles)
distant from our shores. Even the most gullible could not accept such
humbug.

Therefore, the new intriguo is clothed in a noble and honorable
garb: a selfless commitment to defend the freedom and independence
of the nations in Southeast Asia who face the danger of being swal-
lowed up by "Communist imperialism." If yesterday the threat was
supposed to have come from so-called Soviet expansionism, today,
in light of the close proximity of Indochina to the People's Republic
of China, it becomes the supposed threat frorn China's expansionism.

Self-Styled"Protector" of Peace and Freedom

, laily the American public is bombarded with a ceaseless barrage
of h:rid stories of Communist nubversion," 'terror," "insurgenc/,"
and "aggression" in South Vietnam, in Laos, in Cambodia-which io-
gether with North Vietnam comprise Indochina, once the exclusive
colonial domain of French imperialism.

"The United States cannot stand by while So,utheast Asia is overrurt
by armed aggressors." The words belong to Adlai Stevenson, made
to the Security Council of the United Nations, to which he was hastily
summoned from Europe, to answer the charges by Cambodia that its
borders had been violated 263 times in 16 months by United States-
So,uth Viehramese forces. These pious words are heald day in and
d1;r o_ut, from the mouth of eveiy top diplomatic and government
official. President Johnson himself never misses the opp-ortunity to
repeat this sanctimonious justiffcation for U.S. military intervention.
At a news conference on ]une 2, he stated:

. . , The United States cannot fail to do its full share to meet tho

2l
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challenge which is posed by those who dis_turb th9 peace in South-
east AsIa, but the i'urpose'of America will not change' We stand
for peace.

If one should ask why the United States unilaterally assumes this
role of "1xotector," a ready reply is also at hand: We respond, with
passiona,te sympathy, to the cry for help from small nations coura-
-goomsly 

ffghting to safeguard ther freedom from the onslaught of
'-Communist aggression." Listen again to Adlai Stevenson as he

"clariffes" our knight-erranrtry in Southeast Asia:

First, the United States has no-and I repeat, no-national military
obiective in Southeast Asia.

iJnited States policy for Southeast Asia -is-very simple: It is the
restoration of peice so that the peoples of that area can go about
their own inde-pendent business in whatever associations they may
freely choose f6r themselves without interference from the outside.

Se'cond, the United States Government is currently involved in
rhe affairs of the Republic of Vietnam for one reason and one reason
only-because the Republic of Vietnam requested $" n4p of the
United States and of other governments tb defend,itself against
armed attack fornented, equipped and directed from the outside.

He adds:

This is not ,the ffrst time that the United States Government has

come to the aid of peoples prepared to fight for their freedom and
their independence against armed aggession sponsored from out-
side their^borders. Nor will it be the last time, unless aggressors

Iearn once and for all that armed aggression does -not p,ay, that it
no longer works, that it can no longer be tolerated in the nuclear
age.

We will examine later how muoh truth there is to Mr. Stevenson's

contention that the United States Government aids people "prepared

to ffght for their freedrorn." But on one score he is obviously correct'

Ar;d aggression no longer does work either to contain or to crush

the sweep of national liberation. In today's world, progress to national
freedo,m and to socialism, which has advanced with seven-league

boots since the anti-Hitler war, cannot be sternmed by the force of
arms. The relentless march toward sovereigtrty and self-determination

is relegating colonialism into antiquity. And American colonialism,

whatever its disguise, cannot succeed in replacing a deposed colonal-

ism, overthrown by a people fervently 'determined to remain free.

]ust as Dulles' brinlcrnanship proved bankrupt in the_ {ftie1, the present

playr"g with brinkmanship will end in a similar debacle.
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True Aimt To Stem Tide of Liberation

No clever semantics can obviate the truth that U.S. imperialism is
in Indochina, not for altruistic and honorable motives, but with the
objective of crushing the liberation movement in a futile attempt to
reverse the irreversible.

For close to fffteen years, U.S. imperialism has actively intervened
in Southeast Asia with billions of dollars, mountains of military equip-
ment and, in recent years, with thousands of troops, in order to im-
pose its economic, military and political domination over tris section
of the world. To keep France fighting in the fffties, it extravagently
wasted over two billion of American taxpayers' dollars. It connived
to 'internationalize" the war just at the moment when France faced
a disastrous defeat at Dienbienphu, after a 55-day siege by the forces
of liberation headed by Ho Chi Minh. In fact, Dulles proposed to
"drop the bomb" rather than accept a peaceful settloment. 

-The 
ink

on the 1954 Geneva agreements, which ended the slaughter, had
hardly dried, when U.S. imperialism began its drive to ffll the "vacuurn',
left by the Frensh defeat.

If there are some who still retain illusions in the "altruistic,, pre-
tensions of U.S. imperialism, it rnight help to recall the words 6f a
decade ago. On August 4, 1958, President Dwight D. Eisenhower,
speaking at a Governors' Conference then in sesiion, explained why
the United Staites spent millions to keep France ffghting: -

Now let us assume that we lost Indochina. If Indochina goes,
seyeral things happen right away. The peninsula, the last bTt of
land hanging o, down there, would be scarcely defensible. The tin
and tungsten that we so greatly value from that area would cease
coming. . . .

So when the United States votes 9400,000,000 to help that war,
we are not voting a giveaway program. We are voting for the
cheapest way that we can _p-revent the 'occurrence of somefhing that
would be of a most temi6le signiffcance to the United Staies of
America, our securityl 9r, p9w+ and_ability to get certain things
we need from the riches bf the Indonesiin teiritory and froir
Southeast Asia.

Not altruism, but cold hard cash was invo ved here; the fear that
the rich natural resources of Indochina, and of the neighboring coun-
tries, would cease to remain an area for exploitation by the monopo-
lists. How to prevent the people from becoming their own rurers was
the^refore uppermost in the high government ciicles of that day.

on the eve of the French debacle at Dienbienphu, Dulles advocated
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united action-internationalization'of the confliot-to prevent "the im-
position on Southeast Asia of the political system of Communist Rus-

sia and its Chinese ally'' (March 29, 1954). And Vice-President Nixon
urged that the United S ates go to the Geneva Conf,erence to 'take

a positive stand for united action by the free world." Should the

United States fail to have its rvay, he then advised it to 'take on the
problem alone" and try to sell it to others" later (April 17, L954).

It is a fact of history that Dulles, representing the United States,

demonstratively stalked out of Geneva and that the United States

together with South Vietnam (which it "convinced") refused to sign

the agreement. Thus the United States was not bound by the Goneva

agreement and took its ffrst step toward unilateral intervention in
Vietnam. In September of the same year it sponsored the establish-
ment of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO), an aggres-

sive military alliance to provide a necessary cover for its intervention.
C. L. Sulzberger admits as much when he says, (N. Y. Ti,mes, ]une 3):

When Foster Dulles fathered SEATO a decade ago he admitted
its principal purpose was to provide our Presiden't legal authority
to intervene in Indochina. . .

U.S. imperialism views Indoohina not only as a lucrative area for
the exploitation of natural resources, but as an important strategic

base in the drive for world domination. It seeks to transform the penin'
sula into a bridgehead for the penetration of all of Asia' It regards it
as an indispensable military outpost against People's China, North
Vietaam and North Korea-an outpost which together with South

Korea, the Philippines, Taiwan and Okinawa would become an im-
pregnable armed-fortress. It needs Indochina, too, as a weapon of
intimidati,on to force Burma, Indonesia and other neighboring coun-

tries into an Asian war bloc to do the bidding of the United States.

Thus, its unilateral role of "protectof'of freedom in Southeast Asia

is fon one pupose only, to prevent the "Ioss" of an area which never

belonged to iri, the ffr'st place, in order to prevent the people from
achieving true independence.

U.S. lnstigator of Crisi,s in lndochina

If today U.S. imperialism flexes its military muscles, boasts of its
overwhelming military might, in its frenzy to intimidato those who
refuse to bow to its will, it is not because its predatory aims in Soudl-

east Asia have been meeting with success. Actually, the reverse is true.

The crisis in Indochina has been deliberately instigated with the hope
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of transforming what is admittedly an impending defeat into a faee-
saving victory.

"The steady gains of the Pathet Lao in Laos and the Vietcong in
South Vietnam," we read in the News of the Week (N. y. Times,

June 21 ),'have reached a critical point. Any further maior advance,
the U.S. fears, could bring about a collapse of the anti-Comrnunist
forces in these countries." This is only another way of saying that, but
for U.S. interyention, the people in this area would really be "going
about their business, in whatever associations they would freely
choose," to quote Mr. Stevenson.

Frustrated by the defeats its puppet regime in Saigon has sufiered
at the hands o{ the National Liberation Front, by the inability of the
Right-wing military junta to drive back the Pathet Lao in Laos, and
by its failure to divert Cambodia from a neutralist path, U.S. im-
perialism is recklessly playing with the idea of extending the arena of
war in Southeast Asia.

Senator Wayne Morse charges "that plans are incubating for
escalating this war beyond the borders of South Viebram." This
signifies, he undersco es, "outright aggression by the United States."
Rejecting the official propaganda that the Communists have violated
the peace in Indochina, he persistently points out that "tJre greatest
threat to peace with the resulting possibility of bringing about a third
world war in the world . . . is the United States" (May 20). Speaking
as a Democrat and not as an opponent of the administration, he warns
that if the President continues to pursue this unilateral policy 'he will
discredit himself and his administration in the eyes of history" (June
22).

Massi.ae Military Build-Up

Enough eyidence is piling up to shatter any belief that Washington
is only bluffing when it declares that the United States is ready to
risk all-out war unless the Communists "leavo their neighbors alone."
Nor can it be ooncluded that the present tough posture is a mere
election maneouver to deprive the Republicans of a possible target
for the failure to make progress in Southeast Asia. For more than
tough words are coming from Washington today. A cursory review
of recent events makes it clear that Washington is buil&ng up military
strength in and around Southeast Asia in preparation for any con-
tingency.

Top officials of the State Department, from Dean Rusk to William
P. Bundy and George W. BaIl, have made trips to Taiwan, Thailand,
Manila, London, Paris and other centers, to enlist support for U.S.
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rejection of the demand tcl reconvene the I4-nation Geneva conference
to resolve the crisis in Southeast Asia. These trips, as well as other
measures, have had the additional objective of trying to convince
the NATO and SEATO partners to help 'internationalize" the ffghting
on the peninsula. It is argued that expanded eontributions by West
Germany, Britain, Italy, Australia, the Philippines and other countries
r,vould prove that the war in Southeast Asia is not a unilateral venture,
but one resembling "the joint United Nations campaign in Korea."
And the appearance of additional flags in the ffghting "would give the
Vietnamese people badly needed encouragement when war weariness

and talk of neutralization is running strongi' (Hedrick Smith, N. Y.

Times, May 8).
It is now becoming increasingly clear that significant decisions were

arrived at in the emergency conclave held in Honolulu on June 1 and
2, attended by the top U.S. military brass and diplomatic officials.
Perhaps it is not at all coincidental that one correspondent oornpared

the secret brieffng room wtrrere the session was held to the war room in
Dr. Strangelooe.While the press at first seemed to underplay the con-
clusions and reported that no basic change in policy is contemplated,
the truth is beginning slowly to seep through. Writing frorn Saigon
(N.Y. Times, lune22), Peter Grose seems to infer exactly that:

It has become known here that the highJevel American confer-
ence in Honolulu early this rnonth confirmed and elaborated on
preparedness measures to be undertaken with highest priority.- fhe Honolulu meeting and subsequent White House decisions are
understood to have emphasized that the United States is ready to
meet Communist China head-on rather than be forced out of South-
east Asia.

What these "preparedness" measures are is, of co,urse, not being
revealed. But the massive military build-up of men and material at
all U.S. bases surrounding Indochina is indicative of a vast strategic
plan for greater direct military involvement by the United States and
for the possible escalation of the battle area to a wider front.

The same story reveals that an elaborate Air Force base is nearing
completion at Dagan, on the coast of Vietnam, some 350 miles north
of Saigon. This new airffeld is planned to tie in with other airforce
installations in Thailand and in South Vietnam "to serve an anti-Com-
munis,t strategy in Southeast Asia that is far broader than the present
war effort within South Vietnam." It has the objective of giving the
United States "a forward strategic position to face Communist China."

Simultaneously, the Defense Department announced, af'ter the
fact of course, that several shiploads of tanks and other rnilitary
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equipment are now on their way to Thailand to "reinforce existing
stockpiles." Pressures continue to convince this member of SEATO to
permit the stationing of additional thousands of hoops on its soil, as

was done in 1962 when 5,000 American soldiers were sent there, and
to secure agreement that it will deploy its own troops for an invasion

of Laos when the time arrives to halt the advance of the Pathet Lao'
The renewal on May 21 of reconnaissance flights by the U.S. Air

Force over Laos, on the pretense of ascertaining the extent of North
Vietnamese and Chinese participatio'n with the Pathet Lao, has a more
sinister objective, as ensuing events have proven. Despite the secrecy

in which these operations are conducted, it is already established that
U.S. planes have bombed Pathet Lao positions on several occasions,

including the headquarter-town of Khang Khay where a mernber of
the Chinese Mission and other civilians were killed' No attempt, how-
ever, has been made t'or conceal the renewed shipment of military air-
craft and bornbs to Laos for use against the "pro-Communi.st forces"'
Thus, the direct military involvemen't of the United States in Laos,

in flagrant violation of the 1962 Geneva accords, is well under way.
It is also reported that some 200,000 mobile forces stationed in vari-

ous bases, west of Alaska and Hawaii, have been alerted to emb,ark

within hours after receiving orders, while the Seventh Fleet, patrolling
the waters aro'r.rnd Indochina, has "a special landing forcd' perma-
nently on ship,boarcl ready to land an)"where on short notice.

When all this is taken together with the sweeping changes in the
key personnel in comrnand of the U.S. forces in South Vietnam, par'
ticularly the assignment of General Maxwell D. Taylor, chairman of
the Joint Chief of Staff, to replace Henry Cabot Lodge as Ambassador,
then it can no longer be questioned that the situation in Indochina
is fraught with serious dangers.

It should be recalled that General Taylor is no novice to counter-
guerrilla jungle warfare. In fact, he was ins,trumental in convincing
the Kennedy Administration to introduce a program for guerrilla
training as a speciftc form of "modern warfare." He is thus amply
prepared to supervise the war in South Vietnam with its punitive
expeditions, its special task forces equipped with especially devised
weapons, its training of saboteurs and spies for inftltration, and its
helicop,ter troop transp,ort supported bv armed ffghters equipped with
flame rockets, napalrn b,ornbs and noxious poisons, all of which havs
already wreaked so much destruction on the villages of South Vietnam.
It is no wonder then that South Vietnam's strong man, General Nguyen
Khanh, expressed pleasure at the appointment and announced that'
things will now really begin to hum.
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Heating Up the Cold.Wa.r

This military and political buildup is not just to create conditions
for negotiations from "position of strength," as President Johnson
maintained in San Francisco (June 19) when he declared he was
opening an 'bffensive in the pursuit of peace" based on our military
power. Nor can it be accepted that all this build-up is purely aimed
at a psychological ofiensive to force People's China and North Viet-
narn to desist from doing what is generally known they are not doing.
It is a deliberate heating up of the cold war, with its saber-rattling
and sweeping anti-Communist propaganda, to condition the country
and the world to accept a policy that can lead only to war.

How else can we interpret the declaration of Admiral Harry B.
Felt, head of the United States Pacific Comrnand, made in an inter-
view in Taiwan (surely the location cannot be viewed as an accident),
and that of General Paul D. Harkins, recently retired commander of
United States forces in South Vietnam, that it is "very much" worth
the risk of a war with China to prevent a Communist take-over in
Southeast Asia. Surely these top mili'tary men krrow that war with
China would not be localized; that it would precipitate World War
III, of a nuclear holocaust with all its dire consequences for mankind.

Unfortunately, Roscoe Drummond comes close to the truth when
he says: "But nei,ther the American people nor our allies nor our
adversaries should assume that it is an ernpty blufi which can be safely
called. It isn't. It is meant-all the way" (N. Y. Herald,Tribune,l:une
24).

Thus, the thaw in the cold war that was hailed during the montfrs
preceding President Kennedy's assassination and in the first months
of the Johnson Administration, seems to be hardening again.

Only a groundswell of aro,used American and world opinion can
oompel the powers that be in Washington to pull back from the nel.v

brinkmanship. It is necessary to expose the hypocrisy and deception
that carnouflages this headlong drive to war with the pious pretensions
of defending peace and freedom.

The U.S.-Supported. Conspiracy in Laos

The real cause for the crisis in Indochina, our government now
maintains, is the violation of the 1962 Geneva agreements by the
Pathet Lao, who have renewed the civil war in Laos and undermined
the ability for the coalition government to function.

But what are the real facts? Frorn the mid-fffties U.S. imperialism
has oonnived to transform Laos into an anti-Communist stronghold.
The liort's share of the $500 million dollars it poured into Laos went
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to the army of General Phoumi Nosavan, the military arm of the reac'
tionary Savannakhet goup in the counhy. The United States was

behind every coup and counter-coup to prevent Laos from consolidat-
ing its independence and neutrality. Finally, the Geneva Conference
in 1962, after L4 months of deliberation, brcught the civil war to an

end, and approved ,the establishment of a coalition government con-

sisting of the three factions-the Savannalchet grouP, the neutralists
led by So,uvanna Phouma, and the Neo Lao Hak Xat, the liberation
movement. Almost immediately the Rightists, with the active conni-
vance of the CIA, started to upset the peace and the unity that had
been achieved.

It comes with ill-grace for the United States to oharge the Pathet
Lao with violation of the 1962 agreements when even our own Press
admits that the United States went to Geneva only because "it had
become apparent that the rightr.ving Government in Laos was in-
capable of a military victory," and that the Geneva accords rePre-
sented for the United States only a "diplomatic delaying action"
(N. Y. Times, June 21).

Wilfred Burchett in a postscript to his well-document book The
Fu.rtioe War (lnlernational Publishers, 1963), paints an ominous pic'
ture ,of the events that led to the present crisis. He explains that the
Rightwing conspired to swing the neutralist faction away from coali'
tion with the Pathet Lao by smuggling forces into the neutralist areas,

infiltrating the neutralist army and attempting to cause division on
policy. It maintained a constant pressure on progressive neutralists by
intimidation and harassment, inflaming suspicion and antagonisrn,

while it provoked armed clashes with the Pathet Lao. Then on April
1, 1963, the neutralist Foreign Minister, Quinim Pholsena, a ffrm sup-

porter of Laotian neutrality, was found murdered. It required little
acumen to see in this the beginning of an extensive plan to explode
the coalition government.

The explosion did come, in the putsch of April 19, 19&1. The Right-
rving generals deposed Souvannah Phoiuma, launched their campaign
of arrests and terror against all neutralists and patriots in the adminis-
trative capital of Vientiane which they controlled with their army
and secret police.

This conspiratorial attempt to impose a Rightwing dictatorship in
the country was met with ffrm resistance from all patriotic forces in
Laos as well as from the majority of signatories to the Geneva agree-
rnent, Even the U.S. Government was compelled to condemn the
putsch and to exert pressure to restore Souvannah Phouma (under
house arrest) to his post as Premier of the country. But while com-
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pelled to retreat, the Rightwing achieved much of what it had set out
to do. Souvannah Phouma is today the virtual prisoner of the Right-
wing, cornpelled to bow to its will. Under its pressure, three of the
ministers have been replaced by men of the Right; a merger of the
neutralist and Rightwing armies has been carried through. The Right-
wing has gained new positions of strength from which to operate.
And in these conditions the civil war was rekindled to clean out all
neutralist and liberation strongholds in the strategic area of the Plaine
des Jarres.

But this conspiracy is ignored while the blame for the renewal
of the civil war is shifted to the Pathet Lao, aided, it is claimed, by
troops from China and North Vietnam. How can the U.S. admit the
truthP That would require exposing its complicity in the crime. In-
stead, with its usual method of deception, it has exploited a situation
it alone has creatod, for direct military intervention in that war-
stricken land, in the hope of scoring a victory for its pro-Americ,an,
anti-Communist native contingent.

But here as elsewhere the United States is reckoning without its
host. For the national liberation front, the Noo Lao Hak Xat, is fumly
entrenehed in more than three-fffths of the country. It has the solid
support of the majority of the population.

Only U.S. Foreign Troops inYietnam
Who, indeed, is the aggressor in South Vietnam, or in Laos? If one

accepts Washington's version, hordes of Chinese and North Vietnames
are pouring into these countries in a ceaseless flood. Yet observers on
the spot cannot see them. The hollo,rr,ness of this charge is best exposed
when after years of supposed inffltration all that can be said is that'"a 

reliable Western source rep,orted today the capture of two Chinese
Corn*muuist soldiers by right-wing Laotian forces" (N. y. Times,
May 24). The story goes on to say: "However, independent observers
here have never established that there are Chinese Communist military
advisers with the Paithet Lao." No military advisers, let alone massive
troops.

And Senator Wayne D. Morse, provides more than "circumstantial
evidence" to expose this hoax:

I have cross-examined witnesses for some time on South Vietnam
from the Pentagon Building and from the State Department.. When
I f"1 |t 9 question to them: "What military perionnel have you
found in South Vietnam from North Vietnam, Re-d China, Cambodia,
or elsewhere?" the answer is, "Practically none."

- . . . Whgt a paradox. The United States is talking about invasions
from North Vietnam and Laos, and yet, when we-put our Govern-
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ment witnesses under examination, they have to admit that they
have not been able to,discover very many of them. . . . (May 21)

As for the flow od arms from the "sanctuaries" in North Vietnam,
Cambodia, China, etc., even the most rabidly anti-Cornmunist sources,
as for example U.S. Naus & Workl Report, have mainrtained that the
liberation forces have armed themselves from U.S. arsenals. Senator
Morse corroborates this as well, when he says:

. .. The Vietcong have long armed themselves from captured
government stocks, not by foreign imports from Communist coun-
tries. The so-called supply lines that so rnany politicians want to
bomb are little more than a myth. Leadership for the rebels un-
doubtedly oomes from North Vietnam; but most of their weap,ons
come from the United States. (ibid)

U.S, lmposes Puppet Re$mes

Despite the repeated coups in South Vietnam, U,S. imperialism
does not falter in its attempt to present each government as a duly
constituted and democratic regime threatened by totalitarian forces
striving to impose a dictatorship.

How many people in our country really know how Ngo Dinh Diern,
the despot murdered by the military junta which replaced him last
November 1, came to power in South Vietnarn? Did the people <lf

South Vietnam have anything to say in his selectionP
In 1954, Diem was an unknown lobbyist who had spent the previous

four years in Washington. He was chosen in mid-1954 as the American
puppet to replace Bao Dai who had been subservient to French
colonialisrn. Sam Castan, senior Look editor, puts it bluntly (January
28):

Secretary of State John Foster Dulles picked him, Senator Mike
Mansffeld endorsed him, Francis Cardinal Spellman pnaised him,
Vice-President Richard Nixon liked him, and President Dwight D.
Eisenhower OK'd him.

Neither did the people of South Vietnam have anything to say about
the selection of their present "symbol of democracy," General Nguyen
Khanh, whose regime reeks with corruption and nepotism and is no
less tyrannical than the Diem regime. It becomes more and more dif-
ffcult to paint him as a dynamic and pop'ular leader when observers
on the spot constantly bernoan his inability to arouse supporrt among
the people or instill the will to ftght among his troops. Instead, fearful
of a new co'up, "General Khanh is concerned enough to sleep in a
different house each night, to adrnit to foreign correspondents that
his wife is worried and to house her and their 4 children 350 miles
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from Saigon" (N. y. HeraW-Tribune, April 19). And Peter Grose
writes ( N. Y. Ti,mns, May 81) :

The hard truth is that General Khanh seems to have nothing keep-
ing him in power except his own shrewdness and United States
support. There is no evidence of a widespread willingness to fight
for Nguyen Khanh, or, for that matter, for any govemment Saigon
has offered in recent years.

Nothing that Washington does can hide the fact that the puppet
regime is indeed threatened not from an external enemy but from the
people of South Vietnam.

These people do not view their North Vietnamese brothers as

enernies. They oonsider themselves as part of a single family, a people
with a common tradition and a cornmon heritage, and a cornmon will
to be free. fu for Ho Chi Minh, head of the Democratic Republic of
North Vietnam, he continues to be regarded, despite all efiorts to
defflo his image, as the liberator of the entire country. We, too, once
held him in high esteem-in the days before the cold war fully blinded
our vision-as is attested to by the foltrowing from an editorial in t}e
N. Y. Times (Sep,tember 2L,1946):

Ho Chi Minh. . . is Viet Nam. That strange little ftgure, rneek in
appearance yet so determined in purpose, embotrdened the spirit,
the aspirations and probably the future of the new state. He molded
it, he put it through the fire, and he will guide it.
It was Ho Chi Minh, the founder of the Vietminh in 1941, who or-

ganized the people in s,truggle against the Japanese invader during
World War II when the French colonialists capitulated with the ffrst
shot. It was Ho Chi N{inh who headed the nation-wide rebellion to
prevent France's attempt to reimpose its colonial rule after Japan
was defeated in World War II. And it was the same Ho Chi Minh
who was democratically elected head of the new state by an over-
whelming vote not only in the North but the South as well. By what
stretch of the imagination can this man be considered his people's
enemy?

For An Alternatioe Course

Yet the government in Washington, egged on by the Pentagon and
the war-now cabal, refuses to accep't the realities staring it squarelv
in ,the face, that regardless of its overwhelming militarv power it
cannot win in Southeast Asia. Whether it is ready to admit it or not,
the United States is almost in the identical position colonial France
found itself a decade ago. It is perhaps, the memory of that disastrous
defeag and not only imperialist ambitions for a place in the sun, that
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prornpts President deGaulle to adrnonish the united states that it
would be best to withdraw now, while there is still time to withdraw
gryefrlly, tr be driven out from Indochina by the wrath of the people.

De Gaulle's proposal for the neutralization of south vietnam ind
the resolu,tion of the entire Indochina erisis at a session of the 14
signatories has met with favorable response among most nations. A
fact, which the united states can hardly ignorq is the lack of enthu-
siasm for an escalation of the war in Indochina which exists among
its major allies, including even Britain, which has generally identiffed,
itself with U.S. policy. C. L. Sulzberger points out (N. y. Times,
June 3):

If we are going to try to save Southoast Asia from Communist
contuol we are going,to have to do so virtually alone. France won,t
help; Britain witl only go along to the degiee ,that we back its
Malaysian experirnent against Iniionesia. . . fhe sEATo allies have
no passio_n for the kind of holy war the U.S.A. wishes to carry on
against China.

Of almost equal importance, again with France's prompting, is the
growing,awareness in the capitalist camp, that a peaceful iolution
in Indochina is possible only with the direct parHcipauon of the
People's nepublic of China. This is in sharp contradiction to U.S.
policy which seeks to provoke a direct qonfrontation wtih China, or
frlgliten China into subrnission by its display of force. The latter pos-
sihrlity is proclaimed as a certainty by the ultra-Right who miJcar-
culate chinak restrained and cautious reaction to O.s. provocation,
by insisting on a political solution in Indochina through a ieconvening
of the I4-nation Geneva participants, as a sign of weakness.

No doubt this lack of acUve response among the countries whioh
u.s. irnperialisrn had hoped to enlist in its adventuristic schemes
must have sorne sobering effect on those who determine U.S. policy.

As of this moment U.S. intransigence remains the major o6stacie
to a session of the 14 signatories to the 1962 Geneva Agreement. peo-
ples China, North Vietnam, the Soviet Union-in fact all countries
in the socialist camp-as well as 

-non-aligned nations, have clearly
expressed support for such a conference. The Pathet Lao and the
south vietnamese National Liberation Front have persistently advo-
cated the withdrawal of u.s. troops and armaments from tire area
nnd the hold-ing of a conference of all concerned parties to protect
its peace and neutrality.

Yet the United States has adamantly resisted this pressure. Evi-
dently the prevalent view in Washington remains what it was in
the fffties-that neutralism is a prelude to a communist ta]<e-over.
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"Washington,' we are told, 'is fearful tha't any international confer-
ence womld provide Communist China and North Vietnam with a

forum for propaganda demands for neutralization of all the Indo-
china Peninsula" (N. Y. Ti.mes,May 22).

Clearly, it must be impressed on Washington by the American
people that the negotia,tion table not the battlefront is the only aler-
native to the crisis in Indochina.

It would be wrong to assume that the decision to extend the war in
Indochina is not without its contradictions. The Johnson Administra-
ition is fully aware that shoutrd events precipitate the outbreak of
full-scale war, during the heat of the election campaigp, it would
obviously lead to defeat for his administration. The lessons of 1952

are no so far in the backgronind that the Democratic Party has for-
gotten the shellacking it received when Dwight D. Eisenhower won
the presidency hands down in 1952, on a pladorm to restore peace
in Korea and bring the American boys home.

True, the pressure frorn powerful elements in the Pentagon, frorn
the ultra-Right cabal and frorn such presidential contenders as the
ultra-Right sponsored Barry Goldwater is for a policy of no return in
Indochina. They threaten to make this the central campaign issue in
1964, pointing to the 'indecision" of the administration, shouting
"appeasement" and demanding a "bold policy." President Johnson,
who still hopes to defer making a decision until after the elections,
would be guilty of the rnost fatal miscalculations were he to heed
these voices of reaction.

As for the American people, whatever confusion may exist as to
the real source od the war threat, they no more want war today than
they did in 1952. Voices are heard from many corners demanding a

halt to U.S. intervention in Indochina and calling for a peaceful reso-
lution of the crisis throtigh a Geneva conference on the United Na-
tions. Thus, Walter Lipprnann (N. Y. Herald Tribu.ne, May 28)
writes:

We must look for a solution, not by expanding the war but by
taking it to the conference table, whether to a reconvened confer-
ence or the United Nations, or both.

In Congress, in the press, in Administration circles, and most sig-
niffcantly in the peace movement, there is a growing awareness of the
need to counter the bellicosity of the war mongers by a mounting
demand for peace through negotiations. Women Strike for Peace

has initiated a nationwide campaign to urge President Johnson to
"stop the ffghting and start negotiating for peace in Vietnam." Ads
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signed by prominent community leaders and scholars are once again
beginning to appear in the newspapers. Picket lines and demonstra-
tions, though yet inadequate, are taking place in city after city. Even
sorne sections of labor are slowly beginning to speak out. These de-
velopments indicate that a retreat flo,m the present "exercise in brink-
manship" is possible of achievement.

The demand for a peaceful solution in Indochina must be made
a central issue in the coming election campaign by all advocates of
peace and national freedorn. Withdraw American troops from Indo-
china. Halt the shipment of military goords to this area, Reconvene
the Geneva Conference for the resolution of the outstanding questions.
Seat People's China in the UN. These are the slogans required of the
peace movement today. If these beaome the basis of a militant cam-
paign Ad,rninistration policy can be effectively influenced in 'the direc-
tion of peace and the independence of the people of Indochina.
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The Wallace [ampaign

in Maryland

A deadly serious efrort was made to capture Maryland for Ala-
bama's racist Governor George C. Wallace in the May 19 primaries.
But despi'te the great arnounts of time and money spent by Wallace's
backers in trying to put him across, a united opposition by the Negro
people and other groups proved too much for them. The experi-
ences of this campaign hold some valuable lessons for all who are
concerned over the drive of ultra-Right leaction to block the forward
rnovement 'toward peace and democrary in our country.

Opposing Wallace was U.S. Senato,r Daniel Brewster, who had
been hurriedly selected as a "stand-in" for President Lyndon B.

Johnson after Wallace had announced his candidacy for the presi-
dential nomination on the Democratic 'ticket. The sharp campaign
that developed brought out more than 500,000 Democratic votes,
over 50/o of those eligible and a reoord for any Maryland primary.

Brewster defeated Wallace by a vote ot. 265,7L2 to 214,002. This
was a real victory over reaction in this southern border state, but
$e 42.7/. of the vote which Wallace procured is a grave warning
of the extent to which white chauvinism and racism will be used
by ultra-Right demagogues to threaten our democratic insti;tutions.

H ons W allace C am.paigned,

Wallace caught the Democratic leaders flatfooted. It took the
Wisoonsin primaries to awaken them 'to the faot that here was a
well-ffnanced candidate with well-organized backing. At tirat point
some began privately to express concern about 'their ability to stop
him, while his supporters were publicly predicting a "70lo landslide
vote for George." Wallacet own pose of false modesty, and his
statement that he would be pleased if he received even 5/o of the
vote, was simply a cover designed to conceal the intense activity
on his behalf, already well under way long before he aunounced
himself as a candida,te.

Every ultra-Right, reactionary and anti-labor group in Maryland,
and a number fnom outside ;the state, worked feverishly for Wallace.
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Among 'them were the John Birchers and the Fighting American
Nationalists (a local nazi group with ties to Rockwell). Organizers
had been sent in some time before by the Ku Klux Klan and the
National States Rights Party of Alabama. Others of the sarne stripe
likervise concentrated their fire on Maryiand. !'or many months
they worked diligently to create a climate of ha,te that would
guarantee a Wallace victory.

Inflamrna'tory anti-Negro literature, mostly unsigned, flooded into
the state. Numerous "commundty" hate groups were organized
around such issues as integated schools, changing neighborhoods
and even urban renewal. '?rotest" meetings of various kinds were
held. At one such meeting in Catonsville, a Balitimore suburb, in
an irrational attack on urban renewal, the charge was made that
the Urban League was "going to move us whites out of our homes"
in order to bring in Negroes. Unfounded anti-Negro mmors swept
through the white communities, accusing Negroes of acts o[ violencb.

The slogan "Bring God Back to the Schools" was used to ge't votes
for Wallace. He ostentatiously appeared before a House Committee
in support of legislation designed to override the Supreme Court
decision banning organized prayer in the public schools. His actions
on this and other issues helped to provide a rationaliza,tion folthe
anti-Negro prejudice which was the basic actual reason behind
the Wallace vote.

A distorted "analysis" of the pending civil rights legislation hit
Maryland a few days before the elections. Headed "Six Members
of the House Analyze Johnson's Race Rights Bill," it was signed
by Representative Edwin E. Willis, chairman of the House Un-
American Activities Cornmittee, his friend Representative William
Tuck of Virginia, and four members of the House Judiciary Com-
mittee. Labelled "House of Representatives, U.S. Public Document,"
it was printed and mailed free of charge under the frank of Repre-
sentative Joe D. Waggoner, Jr. of Louisiana.

It is estimated 'that the Wallace forces spent about $400,000 in
the primaries, most of it emanating from Texas and Alabama.
Numerous large ads appeared in the newspapers. Large quantities
of printed material were distributed, including a twelve-page bro-
churo. Television and radio time was purchased extravagantly. Dur-
ing one four-day period alone, Wallace appeared on television no
less than 4B times, including nine half-hour periods. Even minor
candidates supporting Wallace seemed to have plenty of money
to spend.

Coupled with the Wallace candidacy was a petition campaign
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for a referendum vote in November on a recently passed state law
outlawing discrimination in public places. Organized by the Mary-
land Petition Committee, an anti-Negro group headed by Wallace
supporters, 'the campaign was aimed at rescinding the law at the
polls. (As this is written, it appears that the petition drive will suc-
ceed in getting enough signatures to put the question on the ballot,
thus stopping enforcement of the law at least until November. )

The Anti-Wall,ace United Fr'ont

In the Democratic Party itself, support for Senator Brewster was
anything but solid. The rural counties of the Eastern Shore and
Southern Maryland are as backurard as any in the deep South. And
in the working-class districts ,of Baltimore, the local party leaders

have long been notoriously antiNegro. In fact, on election day they
cut Brewstey's name fro,m the "official" Dernocratic sample ballot.
These distriots were a special point of concentration for the Wallace
forces,

Senator Brewster, a millionaire gentleman farmer and horseman,
proved to be a rather weak candidate. He started out strong but,
not geared for a tough ffght, he soon went on the defensive, con-
tenting himself with "answering' ,the innumerable lies by Wallace
abo,ut civil rights legislation. A number of liberal senators made
brief appearances in his behalf, among them Senators Neuberger,
Humphrey and Kennedy.

Brewster's close identification with the Tawes Administration did
not help him. Governor Millard Tawes, the logical "stand-in' can-
didate, had been badly scarred politically by his part in helping to
push through a very unpopular increase in the state income tax.
His sole contribution to the campaign was a letter to friends asking
them to vote for Brewster. The day Wallace came into the state, he
left on a vacation cruise.

Both Louis Goldstein and Joseph Tydings, contending candidates
for the U.S. Senate, endorsed Brewster, but the sharpness of the
contest between them had the effect of ob,jectively aiding Wallace.

The rnassive attack of the Wallace forces was successfully count-
ered, however, by a broad united front of the Negro people, labor,
the churches and a coalition of peace, civic and student organiza-
tions. In addition, the supporters of President Johnson in the
Democratic Party were joined in 'their opposition to Wallace by
Batrtimords May,or McKeldin and other leading Republicans who
publicly denounced Wallace. There is no crossover in the Maryland
primaries.
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In the Negro community, every political, civic, fraternal, labor
and religious organization joined forces to defeat Wallace. A cam-
paign of sermlors, speeches, meetings, leaflet distrib;r.rtions and-
above all-door-to-door canvassing developed which continued right
through election day. An organization of Negro women called
"Womanpower" was extremely active throughout the campaign.
The Baltirnore Afro-American provided valuable ammunition against
Wallace.

This vigorous, determined campaign to register people and get
out the vote proved to be decisive. While Wallace received about
50/o of the white vote, tJre Negro citizens, who make tp L7/o ot
Maryland's population, turned o,ut in such numbers as to tip the
scales and provide Brewster his 50,000 margin of victory. ln the
Negro community, Wallace receioed, .0a/" of the oote. The Negro
people of Maryland came out of this elestion stronger than ever.

The integrated communities ,of Baltimore also shunned Wallace.
In a number of precincts he received less than 20/, of the white vote.

Catholic, Protestant and ]ewish religious leaders actively worked
against Wallace, opposing his anti-Negro bigotry on moral grounds.
The Jewish community voted against Wallace ten to one. A majority
of the Protestant voters supported Brewster, but in the predom-
inantly Catholic suburbs and among Catholic workers, including
the Polish- and I'talian-Americans, Wallace received a majority. This
occurred even though Archbishop Sheehan and other Catholic
leaders vigorously opposed him and the Catholic Reoiew ran several
editorials against him.

Peace, civic and student groups formed a coalition called the Stop
Wallace Committee, which mobilized nearly 600 people and did im-
portant work in the campaign. The Maryland Committee for Demo-
cratic Rights exposed Wallace's anti-lab,or record in a number of
white areas. The Baltimore Sun actively opposed Wallace as a racist.
The Hearst News-American^ on the other hand, while it took no
editorial position, played up such things as prayer in the schools and
other issues on which Wallace sought to mobilize support. "Vote for
Wallace Shows Union Men Do Own Thinking'was its subsequent
editorial reaction to the majority for Wallace in some working-class
areas.

All trade union officials in the state opposed Wallace. The AFL-CIO
officials published newspaper ads attacking his anti-Negro bias, and
rhe Maryland Labor Press, organ of the Teamsters Union, put out a
pre-election issue that hit hard on this question.

A wealrress in the campaign, however, was the failure of the unions
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to oonduct a grass-roots drive among the white workers. No serious
efiort was made to convince the white worker that it was in his own
self-interest as a worker to defeat Wallace and what he stood for.
At the same time, the fact that Wallace and his supporters were so

thoroughly anti-labor was totally avoided by Senator Brewster and
the Democratic Party, as well as by religious and mos't other grouPs.

Wallacds Demagogy

Yet it was to the white workers that Wallace and his backers made
their main appeal. Wallace was widely pictured as a 'two-ffsted
leader" once a 'hard-working truck driver" who "understood the
problerns of the White (sic) working man, having been one hirnself."
And he cons'tantly hammered on the false theme that Negroes threat-
ened the jobs of white workers.

The franked material on the civil rights legislation distributed by
Representative Willis and. his friends declared that white workers
would "have to go" to make roorn for Negroes if the legislation passed.

They labelled it as anti-union, sayingr "The provisions of this act
grant the power to destuoy union seniority."

Many white rvorkers fell for this deceit. "Let the Negro stay in his

place. Next thing you know he will be taking my job. Things are bad
enough now. How will my kids get jobs if t}ey have to compete with
those colored people, too?" This was ,the theme that helped ;to carry
the predominantly white working-class First and Sixth Districts for
Wallace in Baltimore. These gave him majorities of about 11,000

to 8,000 and 10,000 to 9,000 respectively.
On 'the other hand Allegheny County, part of the depressed Appa-

lachian area, voted against Wallace ftve to one, though here, too,
the majority are whito working people. The difference is important,
since it shows that white workers are by no means necessarily in
the anti-Negro camp.

However, Negro-white working-class unity was badly damaged by
the Wallace incursion. Unless it is quickly repaired and shengthened,
the labor movement can be a sitting duck for further attacks and
the state can again become a target for "righ't-to-worx"' laws and
other forms of union-busting. For as much as Wallace and his ultra-
Right backers hate the Negro people, it is at bottom the working
class-both Negro and white workers-they are af'ter. That is where
the big money lies-in bigger proffts from low wages, speedup and
the uncontrolled use of automati,on.

The coming ftght to uphold the public accommodations law in
November provides the unions and other progressive forces with a
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new opportunity to condust a campaign among white workers to
convince them that Negro-white unity is essential in their own

interests. And they can be convinced. In fact, this task was aecom-

plished in the thirties when labor had far fewer allies and was much

weaker organizationally, financially and politically than it is now.

Such a campaign will unite the labor movement as never before

and will strengthen its ties with the Negro people's organizations.

This can lay the groundwork for a drive in the 1965 session of the
state legislaiure for passage of a minimum wage law, improved social

security, a graduated income tax and other such measures. Labor
and the Negro people, working together, can successfully demand

elimination of the Wallace supporters from all levels of leadership in
the Democratic Party.

Negro-labor unity has already proved vital to the drive to organize

the unorganized in Maryland. It is just as vital 'to all the other in-
terests of white workers.

Other Contests

A number of Wallace backers ran for various ofices on both the
Democratic and Republican tickets' AlI were soundly rejected by the

voters. On the Eastern Shore, which went nearly four to one for
Wallace, S'tate Senator Hughes, a supporter of the public accomrno-

dations law, won the nomination for a seat in Congress. Setta, one

of the most blatant racists in the area, came in third.
In Baltimore's Third Congressional District, City Councilman John

Pica resorted to scurrillous literature in his attempt to unseat Congress-

man Garmatz, who had voted for the Civil Rights Bill. And although

Wallace received a majority in this district, Pica lost two to ono.

In the Republican primaries, Goldwater was soundly trounced.

A non-instructed delegation headed by Mayor McKeldin won easily

over the Goldwater slate. Veteran Senator J. Glen Beal easily defeated

James Gleason, a Goldwater supporter, who attacked civilrights legis-

iation. In the Sixth Congressional District, liberal Republican Con-

gressman Charles Mathias defeated Bren Bozell, formerly a ghost

writer for McCarthy and associate editor of the ultra-Right Nati,onnl

Reaieus and now a Goldlvater supporter, by a vote of three to one.

The Wallace vote, therefore, did not rub ofi on the other racis't

and ultra-Right candidates in the States. But the size of his vote can-

not be taken lightly, and must be regarded as an indication of a
serious danger. At the same, the campaign shows that the forces

exist to administer a severe defeat to 'these reactionary forces, if
they are alerted and organized to do the job.
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Philosophy, Fear and Freedom

In one of the many delightful footnotes that dot his sparkring new
book,* Barrows Dunham writes, "'what gets into philosJphers?'-criecl
a,niversity vice president to me on one occasion." The bevil, many
administrators have decided, in the past; and the damned ones often
have lost their lives, or-as in the instant casetheir iobs. It is alto-
q"th:I fftting- that one of the victimized philosophers shourd write
the history- of heretics, their rnomentary rrrirtyrdJrns-and their last-
ing triumphs.

This book itself is among their triumphs, and I think i,t will be a
lasting one. Dunham has 

-produced 
a witty, serene, urbane, pene-

trating work. This is a volume that caps decades of thought ,rri th"
wise reader will study it, not scan it. we all are busy-to6 busy; but
we must make the time to read this book more than once.

Dunham's scholarly range is enonnous and, so far as I could see,
his aacuracy is notablg ihough occasional ,lip, upp"ur; of these,
however,-on9_ Tly remark, as Dunham does ,of -Spi"6ia, 

they .ieveal

1 gratejul. fallibility in a man otherwise alarmingly habituated to be-ingright." 
* * *

The body of the work is a histo,ry of "subversives" from socrates to
Debs; the stirrers-up-of-trouble are p;ut within the context of their
times and places and their ideas are seen as logical products of bo,th.
This method not only rnakes the men and women coine arive; it helps
illuminate 'he quality of the ideas themselves. euotations are apt
but necessarily limited; in this connection an excellent companion to
the Dunham book as an illustrative reader is c. H. George'i Rersolu-
ti,on, (De11, 75c), an anthology of writings by earth-shakers from
Luther to Lenin.

One of the pleasures of Dunham's book is its well-wrought prose;

* Barrows Dunharn, Heroee and, Heretics:
(New York, 1964, Knopf), 484 pp., 96.98.
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sentences flash throughout. Thus: "The human frailty of mistaking the
familiar for the essential"; "sophisticates are often hangers-on of
power, and therefore it may be that sophistication lies in ffnding apt
excdses for servility''; "organizational love, as it appears in adminis-
trators, has the singular property that in proportion as the whole body
is cherished, the individual membe is suspect of fault"; "an intellec-
tual who relies only on other intellectuals and seeks no allies among
the future inheritors of the earth will have little else to do but waver
and repent"; "Hume was a radical without co'rnmitment (that is to
say, no radical at all)"; among the failings of universities is "the
frequency of insigniffcant speech"; in commenting upon the charge
against Socrates-corrupting the youth-Dunham notes that this "oc-

curs year by year in institutions of grea,t age and variety, which taken
together, constitute the educational system."

Few are the major problems now oonfronting humanity which are

not at least ,touched upon in Dunham's book; and even his lightest
touch, illuminates. Thus, on alienation, as it reflects itself so acutely
in the United States, the references are brief, but extremely cogent.
For example:

. . . if for a time there is no chance of solving probtrems by a
reconstruction of society, attention turns toward psychological
problems, which social injustice has itself made more acute. The
very evil underlying public relationships makes life harder for
eve(yone, particularly in respect of decent behavior.

Extremely important are Dunham's passages dealing with a basic
problem of dem,o,cracy and, indeed, of societal organization in gen-
eral; I mean, the capacities of the mass and the assumption that those

on the bottom of the ladder are there because of natural limi'tations.
It is this that Aristotle has in mind in his ?oli.tics where he posits the
inferiority of women to men and goes on to ascribe such inferiority

-"by nature slaves"-to 'the lower sort."
There is some ambiguity in Dunharn's criticism here; thus, he

seems to equate this with concepts of racism b'ut the two, though
related, are not the same. Aristotle's idea was that of the natural
inferiority of the poor as compared with the rich-but tfris meant
any and all who were poor-regardless of their color or race. Bacism,
which insists on the natural and immutable inferiority of all peoples
having some identifying physical characteristic-regardless of their
socio-economic status-is a creation of capitalism, for from its birth-
time, capitalism depended upon the special exploitation of the darker
peoples of the world.
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This is consequential to the body of Dunham's work for several
reasons. Generally speaking, his work ,overlooks racism-this is its
single most serious weakness-and this leads to several errors: one
athibutes_ to the exploitation of the darker peoples of the earth the
bosi,c exploitauve expression of capitalism tohay, rathe.r than its spe-
cial_ expression, for the basic one continues to be that against the
rvorking class, and notably the working classes of the leveroped
countries.

It leads also, I think, to the misapprehension of one of the great
heretics of all time-certainly of American history-John Brown,"who
in contrast to Lincoln is said to have b,een too far ahead of his time.
No; ffrst of all Brown's act had the colossal impact that it did have
because of its timeliness and second Brown challenged rnore than
I-inooln did. Lincoln ffnally came around to seeing ihe need to ex-
tirpate slavery; but Brown had seen not only that need but also the
need to extirpate racism. Brown is 'the titanio ffgure he is because as a
white man-of the 19th century at that-he deliberately set himself
the task of excising racism from himself, and he s.cceeded. He then
set himself the task of destroying not only slavery but also white
suPremacy.

The failure to estimate Brown correctly, is refectecl also in Dun-
ham's failure to see that while the ceniral heresy-as he states-
in twentieth century America is the demand for labort emancipation,
is the opposition to capitalism, an accompanying and related-but
n-ot id_entical-heresy, is the demand for human e(uahty-and in the
United States the demand for the end of jim crow-. This explains, I
suppose, als,o, the failure to ffnd mentioned in Dunham's-volume
the name of the supreme heretic of the twentieth century in the united
States-W. E. B. Du Bois. * * *

lut the great strength in Dunham's considera,tion of democracy
is his insistence that the evidence for the assumption that marks
established political theory-the greater capacity of those who have
possessed the resources of the earth-is very scanty and weak. Here-
tics generally appear in the "lower orders" not only because these
are the least satisffed with the status quo, but also "because, in t-hose
ranks, there are fewer privileges to distort the working out of ideas."
Furdrerrnore:

Ordinarily, the true state of organizations is that leaders are not
a,s lmqwled.geable as they seem- nor 

-members 
as ignorant as they are

thought. The things that leaders l<now are lim'ited by a fear of
knowing otherthings disadvantageous to the organization. This
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fear is less lively among the membership, and therefore a member
may go on to explore the real world, which reveals to him its truo
nature by experience if not by formal education. These facts being
assumed, superior insight in the members and inferior awareness
in the leaders become not only possible but even likely.

Dunham's main theme is the struggle for the liberation of the dis-
inherited. Societies having been hitherto organized forms of inius-
tice, their dominant ideologies have been rationalizations for these
forms. Questioning such injr.rstice means questi,oning the dominant
ideologies; hence, heresy and heretics and their suppression by the
authorities.

In the past eight hundred years,

. . . we meet a swarm of heresies, with a proliferation of names

-all amounting, however, to one and the same thing. They are,
in substance, the heresy of the underprivileged, and this heresy
consists in the assertion tha,t the underprivileged are to have, and
by right ought to have, the privilege of living their lives in harmony
with their best ideals.

Among the greatest of the heresies, of oourse, is Christianity. Its
first disciples regularly were faced with the ominous question: "Are
you now ol have you ever been a follower of Jesus?" It was Peter,
himself, who replied to the Committee on un-Rornan Aotivities-
somewhat disingenuously-"I do not know whom you mean."

Hence to this day, Christians who take their religion seriously are
most dangerous fellows, since as Dunham insists: "No ingenuities o,f
doctrine can alter, and no power long suppress, the fact that ]esus
sought to rnake men masters of their social order, and that Paul
sought to make men masters of themselves. The democratic content
of Christianity is ineradicable."

The shain between organization and change, b,etween ideology
and reality is resolved tlrough science, and that philosophy which is
science incarnate is dialectical materialism. This philosophy, for which
change and process, decliue and growth are postulates, for which
contradiction and antagonism are fundamental and lie at the ro,ot of
clynamics, is the only philosophy-as Dunham insists-that reflects
reality, that shuns ossification, that repudiates dogma.

"Scientiffc method has entailed a democratization of truth," Dun-
ham writes, It is the way of science-welooming the discovery of
error and growing through such discoveries-which is the crowning
achievement of man, which distinguishes man frorn all other creatures
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and which-adhered to and developed-will assure both Man's survival
and his progress. Reason is the essence of science, discussion and
experimentation is its form, and peace is its necessity.

Dunham evaluates posi,tively the achievements of Socialism for the
past half centur/, though he has no illusions about its failures and
difficulties. He emphasizes "that the whole of modern history . . . is
a record of catastrophic defeats for Right-wing politics." Hence, he
writes, "I have no doubt that in perhaps the 25th century of our era,
when mankind will have ascended the planets, the universe will seem
as just and friendly as Christians have long imagined it to be, and
that human relations upon this earth, at last civilized, will bear full
resemblance to all that is meant by membership in the body of
Christ."'

The titanic heretic of history-Karl Marx-'purposed nothing less
than the terrestrial redemption of mankind." It was not, however,
the purpose alone that made him The Heretic; it was rather that with
dialectical materialism he found the philosophy to overcome philoso-
phy, the ideology to eliminate ideolory, the view which, ruling out
orthodoxy, eliminates heresy. This is as new as the society which it
helps bring into being is revolutionary.

Dunham's conffdence is serene:

I do not share the existentialist pessimism which advocates sur-
render before attempt. We know our future to be uncertain, but
more than this we do not know. Where nothing is certain, nothing
is doomed, and accordingly we may explore with some oo,nffdenc6
certain very attractive possibilities: an abundant life, a peaceful
world, all blessings shared with all men. If such tasks seem above
our powers, why, so seemed the tasks of every age to the people
of it. They grew, however, equal to their tasks-and- so can w6.

Dunham's book will help this growth.

June 19, lg64

ERIK BEBT

Thorstein Vehlen, Social [ritic
Thorstein Yeblen, economist and, social critic, uas one of the most

outstanding American personalities in these fields. His books widely
read today, are a blistering indictruent o'f the inequities of capitalism.
Not a Marxist, he saus the resolution of theso eoils in replncing capi-
talist control with that of engineers and technicians.

His doctrine uas reflected in the rise of technocracy d,uring the
depth of the economi,c crisis of the thirties and finds expression today
in the preoailing concepts among certain economists and sociologists
roho forsee cN; a consequence of automation tha ineoi,table elimination
of the utorking class and its replacement by scientists and, engineers.
vVe pri,nt thts criticat ersolu,ation ol one of Veblenis main usorks on the
occasi.on of the L07th anniaercary of his birth on a farm in Wisconsi.n
in luly, L957.-The Editors.

1919, the year in which Thors'tein Veblen's Engineers and the Pri.ce
System was first published, as a series ,o{ essays in The Dial maga-
zine, was a year,of momentous events. In January, there was a gen-
eral strike in Seattle, and the murder of Karl Liebknecht and Rosa
Luxemburg in the Berlin Tiergar,ten. The year saw the Winnipeg
general strike, the Great Steel Strike of 867,000 workers, and the
strike of 200,000 railroad shopmen; the formation of the Third (Com-
munist) International in Moscow, the fo,unding of the Communist
Party in the U.S., and the Palmer raids against radicals and the for-
eign born; intervention against Soviet Russia by a U.S. military ex-
pedition in Siberia; and the defeat of the counter-revolutionary forces
of Kolchak, Yudenitch and Denikin by the Red Army,

In the midst of this turmoil Veblen declared: "There is no single
spot or corner in civilized Europe or America where the underlying
population would have anything to trose by . . . an overturn of the
estabUshed order as would cancel the vested rights of privilege and
pr,operty."

Now, 45 years later, President Johnson has alluded to this issue.

He warned, on March 9, in his report to Congress on the manpower
situationr

* Thorstein Veb en, The Engineers anil the Prica Sgstem, Harcourt,
Brace & World, Inc. $1.95 paperback.
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What is at stake is whether a free democratic economy can at-
,tain well-being for the less fortunate as well as the more iortunate
of its peoplg-1nd whether it can make population growth and
technological advance fruitful for all rathei tiran fatefri for some.

01 the sarne day, David J. McDonald, president of the United
Steeh,vorkers union, warned similarly, in an address to the Economic
Club of Detroit:

Neither our economy nor ,o,ur cherished free capitalist system can
survive if such conditions are permittod to exist.

That is the issue to which Veblen addressed himself in The En-
gineers and the Price System, fust published in book form in Ig21,
and reprinted in 1932. (He would not have accepted the phrases 'Tree
democratic economy" or "free capitalist system" as a feticitous choice
of words.)

Veblen declared that U.S. capitalism should be overthrown for the
go-od of the people, and he discussed the conditions necessary for
achieving its downfall.

The pervasiveness of poverty, the noxious consequences of auto.
mation, the mass misery visited on the Negro and Puerto Rican peo-
ple, and 'the extermination of hundreds of thousands of "family farms"
are likely to arouse, not ,only outage and resistance, but also public
discussion of the nature of capitalism and of the desirability-of its
survival. The viewpoint expressed by Veblen is likely to play an
important role in such discussion and it is, therefore, worth examin-
ing for its present relevanoe.

The Nature of Capi,talism

Under capitalism, the "price system," as Veblen called it, produc-
tion per worker has been multiplied rnany times. The source of the
accompanying widespread unemployment of production facilities and
manpower, must be sought, he believed, in the property relations
under which the industrial system operates. The means of produc-
tion, he said, are owned by the "vested interests," the "kept classes,"
for whom the industrial system is only the means to "free income."

Comrnand over the economic system, he said, lies directly in the
hands of t}le "business community'' but overlordship lies in ,the ag-
glomeration of ffnancial power represented by the banks and the other
great ffnancial concerns, whose coordination has been heightened
by the Federal Reserve System.

Veblen held that those in whose hands the fate of the industrial
system rests are abysmally ignorant of the technology and science
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on which industry res,ts. Furthermore, he perceived in the great in-
dustries where 'the technological advance has been the most 

-rnarked,

an 'incredibly and increasingly uneconomical use of material re-
sources, and an incredibly wasteful organization of equipment and
man power." He listed the "ordinary lines o,f waste and obstruction"
as consisting of ( 1) unemployment of material resources, equipment
and manp'ower; (2) salesmanship, advertising, and marketingr (B)
superfluous and spurious goods; and (4) oompetitive friction and
clashes.

The waste of his day has been magniffed fantastically since then.
One need cite only the missile industry and Madison Avenue.

The industrial system is so inordinately productive, he said, that it
is always in peril of turning out a larger product than can be dis-
posed of profitably. There is, therefore, a persisting contradiction
between maximum profits, on the one hand, and the livelihood and
physical needs of the underlying population, who work for a living,
on the other hand. The operation ,of the industrial system is sabo-
taged and restricted, to yield the largest net return in price to the
business men. "It is always a question of more or less unemploy-
ment of plant and man power," he said.

This appears to be similar to what Marx said. There is, however,
a basic divergence between the two views. Marx explains the aon-
vulsions of capitalism by the fact that, while production is social, ap-
propriation remains private. The key to Marx's analysis is his heory
that the value of a comrnodity is determined by the amount of labor
power expended in its production, that labor creates values greater
than those required to reproduce itself, that this difierence, this sur-
plus value, belongs to the capitalist.

Veblen's view, in Tha Engineers and the Price System, is devoid
of an explicit theory of value. The capitalists' "free income" is ex-
plained by the fact that they "buy cheap and sell deat'' while the
"underlying populatio,n" buys dear and sells cheap. The crucial ques-
tion from Veblen's viewpoint seems to be whether the capitalists will
get an average profft or a super profft. The origin of the proft,t is not
the crucial issue for him.

Veblen explains crises by the capitalists' greed for maximum
proffts; he disregards the source of proftts as inconsequential in ex-
plaining the eruption of crises. Veblen explains recession by the
search for super profits under monopoly capi,talism, the stage of capi-
talism that evolved around the furn of the century.

Marx saw boom and bust as the normal functioning of the capitalist
system. The private, capitalist ownership of the means of produc-
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tion, and the exploitation of the working class result, he held, in
crises, depressions or stagnation.

Veblen foresaw, under the "price system," "an ever increasing
insecurity of work and output from day to day . . . coupled with in-
creased hardship for t}e underlying population"; a "regime of con-
tinued and increasing shame and confusion, hardship and dissension,
unomployment and privation, waste and insecurity of person and
property." "In the nature of the case," he said, "the division of inter-
est between the absentee owners and the underlying population is
growing wider and more eyident from day to day."

In the event of popular discontent, and the danger of losing part
of the "free income" which they enioy, the vested interests would use
the "courts and the military arm" to resolve the issue. "The under-
Iying population is to be tept in hand,' in any contingency." The
'bne settled principle of cond,uct" of the "guardians of the Vested
Interests . . . appears to be, to stick at nothing."

On occasion, Veblen suggests the existence of a class struggle be-
tween "the owners and their workmen," between "capital and labor."
However, he subsumes this conflict as one of the three lines of "corn-
petition." The conflict between "capital and labor" apparently par-
takes of the "competition between those businessmen who buy cheap
and sell dear and the underlying population from whom and to
whom they buy cheap and sell dear." The other two lines of compe-
tition are: that "between rival cdrnmercial interests" and that 'be-
tween the captains of industry and those absentee owners in whose
name and with whose funds the captains do business."

Within tl:e oontext of "oompetition" the conflict of "capital and la-
bor" is reduced to the sarne level as the oonficts between the corpora-
tion managers and stockholders, and between rival business men. It
is strippod of its role as the central conflist of capitalist society; and
the historic role of the working elass as the grave diggo of capital-
ism is rejected. The working class is only another cornpetitor.

Reoolutiorwry O oerturn

The overthrow of capitalist society is essential, Veblen said, because
"absentee ownership . . . has . . . proved to be noxious to the common
good." Control of the industrial system dare no longer be left in the
hands of business men. There is "suficient reason for such a revolu-
tionary overturn as will close out the Old Order of absentee owner-
ship and capitalized income."

He saw,the legal formalities 'involved in . . . a disallowance of ab-
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sentee ownership" as taking the shape of a "cancelment of all oor-
poration securities, as an initial rnove." I{e suggested tha,t "absentee
ownership . . . is legally sound today" because 

:'the Constitution ln-
cludes a clause which specially safeguards its security." It "would
cease to be legal if, and when, the law is changed, in this respect."

Two questions arise: who is going'to overthrow the 'bld order of
absentee ownership"; and what will guarantee that the succeeding
social order will maintain itselfP There is the possibility, Veblei
oonceded, that the "kept classes" will resort to violence io prevent
their right to "free income" being abolished.

Veblen's general view was that 'the absentee owners would abfi-
cate, once the industrial system had got into a mess from which they
could not extricate it. FIe felt that this "self-made though reluctant
abdication" was a more likely prospect than 'Torcible diqpossession."

However, the self-effacement of the Vested Interests as a class,
that Veblen envisioned, knows no precedent and appears to run
counter to his own warnings that the absentee owners would "stick
at nothing' to hold on to their "free income"; ,that the "contem-
plated o-vertum" might "meet with armed opposition from the par-
tisans of the old order"; or that the "Cuardians of the old order"
would ffnd a "clash of arms" expedien-t.

Veblen's view that the absentee owners would "in a sense eliminate
themselves, by letting go quite involuntarily after the indusuial
situation gets quite beyond their control" irnplicitly denies a decisive
r.ole in the elimination of capitalism to the very underlying popula-
tion which is, as Veblen himself had pointed out, its main victim.

Veblen set two conditions for the successful overthrow of capi-
talism, and in these oonditions is implicit his determination of
who is going to lead the revolution. These conditions are, ffrst, the
establishment-"beforehand"-of "practicable organization tables and
a suryey of the available personnel" for the operation of ,the indus-
trial system and for "competent distribution of goods and services
throughout the community."

The other oondition is that the overturn must be undertaken "by
an organization which is competent to take over the countryt pro-
ductive industry as a whole, and to administer it fr,om the start on a
more efficient plan than that now pursued by the Vested Inter-
ests. ." In other words, any "effectual overturn . . . will always
have to be primarily a technical affak.-

That is the crucial point in Veblen's 'ievolutionary overturn." From
it derives the role that he assigned 'to the working class, on the one
hand, and to t}le technicians, on the other hand.
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Having decided that the 'bverturn," to, be efiectual, must be 'pri-
marily a technical affair," Veblen examined those who might suc-
cessfully undertake the task. He rejected 'the Industrial Workers of
the World and the 'helpless and hapless alien unbelievers,"-"this
flotsam of industqy''-because they are "not organized to take over
the highly technical duties involved in the adminis,tration of the
industrial system."

He considered the American Federation of Labol as the "nearest

approach to a practicable organization of industrial forces in Amer-
ica." He reiected it, however, as a nominee for revolutionary leader-
ship because the AFL was organized to combat the employers in be-
half of the immediate interests of the workers. He described the
AFL as a "business organization," not because its leadership was in-
fected by capitalist-oriented ideas, but because the trade unions
are concerned with 'the immediate protrlems, primarily wages, ,of

their mernbers. He classed the AFL as "one of the Vested Interests."
This was in essence a rejection of the special historic significance and

destiny of the working class by subsuming it, together with the
capitalist class, under the same non-class category, Vested Interest'
He also subsumed both, as we have seen, under the non-class cate-

gory, Competition.
In this fashion the historic role of the trade unions in the organi-

zation of the working class is dissolved. More important, Veblen oon-

sidered the working class only in the oontext of organized workers

in the AFL or IWW, or as unorganized workers-only in so far as they
are unionists or potential unionists' He applied the limitations of
trade unionism to the workers as a class. Marx had defined these

limitations but, unlike Veblen, he drew historically potent conclu-

sions. In Yalue, Price and Profit, Marx said that the trade unions,

while working well "as centers of resistance against the encroach-

ment of capital . . . fail generally from limiting themselves to a guerrilla
war againsl the efiects of the existing system instead of simultaneously

trylngto change it, instead of using their organized forces as a lever

forthe final emancipation of the working class, that is to say, the ulti-
mate abolition of the wages system."

The General Staff

The "General S'taff' of the modern industrial system is the corps

of industrial experts and skilled technologists, the produotion engi-

neers who plan and direct the industrial process, said Veblen' (This

vier,v paraiiels that of Saint Simon who, a century earlier, had con-

sidere^cl science in the role assigned by Veblen to the engineers. )
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The 'technological specialists" are the key to a successful revolu-
tionary overturn, he held, because they, and they alone, can ensure
the operation of the industrial system and can heighten its produc-
tivity by abolishing waste and unemployment.

However, their other qualiffcations for revolutionary leadership
are minimal, Veblen conceded. They obey the orders of the business
men, including sabotage of the production process; they are "com-
mercialized" and serve the "kept classes"; they are well-fed and
docile. But, he felt, some engineers were beginning to understand
the dismal conflict between profit-grab;bing and industrial efficiency,
and to realize that they are the 'indispensable General Stafi." Some
were becoming "uneasily 'class conscious'." He thought that there
was greater pro,mise among the younger generation of engineers 'than
among their elders. Veblen selected the technicians as the manifest
leaders of the revolution, not only because they are the helmsmen
in the industrial process, but because they are, as a group, "disinter-
es,ted"; they "speak for the industrial system as a going concern";
they are the "disinterested spokesmen for the community at large."
The non-class "logic of industry," which the engineers preeminently
understand, rather than the class interests of the workers, was for
Veblen the rnotive force of the anti-capitalist revolution.

Vebleri envisioned,the capitalist system being replaced by a 'iegime
of workmanship governed by the country's technicians"; a "self-se-
leoted, but inclusive S,oviet of ,technicians." The basis of this "self-
selection" was the engineers' "common interest" not only in "pro-
duction efficiency (and) economical use of reso'urces" but also in an
"equitable distribution of the consumable output." These are admir-
able qualities, but this role of the engineers had its origin in Veb-
len's head, not in the historic developrnent of class conflict which
is the substance of social development in class society.

The production engineers would "take counsel together, constitute
themselves the self-directing General Staff of the country's industry,"
"wo,rk out a plan of action," and dispossess ,the absentee owners. In
the unlikely event that the Vested Interests did not abdicate, the en-
gineers would go on strike. "By themselves alone, the technicians
can, in a few weeks, efiectually incapacitate the country's productive
industry sufficiently for the pi.upose" or disallowing absentee owners.

All that is missing is the historic motivation that would induce the
engineers to revolutionary action to overthLrow the capitalist system.
That motivation is known historically only in the class consciousness
of the workers. That has been the case not only in the Paris Com-
mune and the October Revolution, but in the aotion of the working
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classes that established socialist states out of the countries wrecked by
fascism in World War II.

Veblen looked, as the IWW did, to a'Tolded-arms" overtlrow of
capitalisrn, but he nominated the engineers for the premier role.

The U nderlying P opulati.wt,

However, the "underlying population' must be brought into the
scheme "before any overt move can reasonably be undertaken."
It must be given a "reasonable understanding of what it is all about."
The engineers will need the "tolerant oonsent of the population
at large, backed by the aggressive support of the trained working
force engaged in,transpodation and in the greater primary industries."
The technicians must achieve the "active adherence" of the "trained

worlrnen"; a "common unders'tanding and a solidarity of sentiment"
must be worked out "between the technicians and the working force"

of the "underlying industries" and transportation.
Veblen viewed the production engineers as the "leaders of the

rank and ffle industrial personnel, 'the workmen"' Behind the en-

gineers are gathered the "massed and rough-handed legions of the
industrial rank and ffle, ill at ease and looking for new things."

However, "the working force of the great mechanical industries,

including kansportation," Veblen felt, "are still nearly out of touch

and out o'f sympathy with'the technical men." He believed, or hoped,

that the industrial personnel was "coming into a frame of rnind to fol-
low their leaders in any adventure that holds a promise of advancing

the cornmon good."
In any event, the leadership of the production engineers was to be

established, presurnably, by demonstrating to 'the workers that the

evils of capitalism are built into the system, and that the elimination
of absentee ownership can bring great benefits to them and to the

community at large.
Veblen believed tha't the engineers could attain leadership of

the workers, not in the struggle for immediate and limited goals, but
in the go-for-broke attempt to overthrcw the capitalist_ system. This

is implied in Veblen s premise tha't the overturn would be accom-

plished, expeditiously, by the folded-arms inaction_ of the engineers,

Lacked by the legions of labor. These legions will not enter on the

ffnal, albeit peaceable, confict as the sequel to local skirmishes against

the capitaliits, but in one great swell-induced onto the sceno of

action, or inaction, by the engineers. History suggests no such

development.
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The Directorate

Victory having been attained, the *central directorate' will take
over; possibly in the "shape of a loosely bipartite executive oouncil"
gmbr-acing technicians in "productive industry, transportation, and
distributive traffic." veblen endows the production Jngineers with
the sole control over the nationt industry: nthe 

corps of technorogical
specialists . . must have a free hand in the dispoial of (the) avail-
able resources, in materials, equipment, and man power."

The "central directorate" will have the "p,ower to act in matters
of industrial administration"l its personnel wilt be'something in the
way of industrial statesmen." Their 'powers and duties" will be of a
'technological nature, in the main if not altogether.o But, not'.alto-
Se$et'' technological, for they are to decide also the "equitable dis-
tribution of goods and services to consumers," that is, wages, salaries,
and farmers' income.

Equity is to be established, not by the "underlying 1rcpulation,"
or 

_the, working clasq or their elected representativei, -but by the
"self-selected" directorate of engineers.

veblen arrived at this undemocra'tic prospect by seeing the change
of systems as a mechanical transformation, by rejecting the working
class as the primary force in the overthrow of capitalism, and b,y fail-
ing to see that socialism is the flowering o,f democracy, the participa-
Uon of the people, the "underlying population," in the totality of gov-
ernment and administration.

His views in this area follow the trail blazed by Saint Simon who
saw science as the politics of production and foretold the complete
absorption of politics by economics. Saint Simon "expressed
the idea of the future conversion of political rule over men into an
administration of things and a directio,n of processes of production

-that is to say the 'abolition of the state' . . .," as Engels pointed
out (Socialism, Utopian and Scienti,fiq International Publishers, p. 88).

Veblen skipped an epoch of social history, the socialist state, and
evoked the "conversion of the State into a mere superintendence of
production" (Marx)-with the production engineers at the helm.

Veblen considered the "rnain lines" of any "practicable revolu-
tionary rnovement" in the United States, its strategy, as "Iines of tech-
nical organization and industrial management; essentially lines of
industrial engineering," "Any substantial or effecfual overturn" in a
"modern civilized oommunity'' is "necessarily . . . an industrial over-
turn." Counter-revolution is similarly constrained, according to
Veblen: "By the same'token, any twentieth century revolution can bo
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combatted or neutralized only by industrial ways and means."
This view leaves out of account, by and large, the masses of people,

as vigo,rous combatants in ,their own behalf.
Veblen tuansformed even civil war into a technical problem. If the

new order, he said, should "meet with armed opposition from 'the
partisans of the old order, it will still be true that the duties of the
incoming directorate will be of a technological character, in the main;
in as much as warlike operations are also now substantially a matter of
technology. . . ."

He applied this doctrine to the Soviet revolution whose "astonishing
. . . success" he cheered. The victory of Soviet Russia, he said, lay in
the backwardness of its eco,nomy which made it possible for the popu-
lation and the nation to survive counter-revoluiion and intervention
by the'Allied powers," including the United States whose statesmen
were coopera,ting with the "reactionary forces in Finland, Poland,
the Ukraine, Siberia and elsewhere."

This 'technical" analysis relegates, or excludes, as peripheral, the
role of the Russian working class and the Bolshevik party, the inter-
capitalist contradictions, the support of the working classes in the
capitalist countries. Veblen would deny none of these factors, but
he considered the anti-capitalist revolution, whether the Bolshevik
revolution, ,o'r a non-Bolshevik revolution in the United States, pri-
marily in respect to the production process.

ln Conclusion

The Engineers and" the Pri,ca System discloses Veblen as a protagon-
is't of a new social order. He depicted monopoly capitalism as a

heartless system, the ignorance of whose "absentee owners" was
matched only by their greed; as essentially a dictatorship, which com-
manded the courts and the armed forces, and which would "stick at
nothing" ,to assure the continued flow of its "free income." He con-
ceived of the overthrow of capitalism and the establishment of a

rational system of produetion and society as being accomplished with-
out the dominant intervention of class interests. He accepted class

confict as a modern reality, but denied its transforming role.
Veblen's good intentions are invalidated, in good part, as a serious

contribution to the overturn by his failure to understand "the his-
torically created conditions ,of emancipation" (Communist Mani-

f esto), primarily, the role of the working class in capitalist society.
That induced him to nominate the engineers as the general stafi
of the overturn and as the directors of the new order. It resulted
also, in his relegating,the working class to the role of brawny chorus,
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while the engineers and the Guardians of the Vested Interests enact
the drama in which a new order takes over.

He denied that the working class oould successfully establish a new
order. He believed that the engineers could, because he conceived
of society in mechanical terms, as involving predominantly the suPer-
intendence of factories and the dispositio,n of natural resources and
manpower. Veblen considered the working class incapable of accom-
plishing eitheltask. Similarly, because he conceived of the overturn
in such narrow technical context, he believed that the engineers
could accomplish the dethronement of the Vested Interests. In all,
he rejected the stuggle of the masses of the people as ,the essential
motive power for the displacement of the capitalists and for replacing
capitalism with a new social structure.

In both cases, in respect to the working class and 'to the techni-
cians, Veblen disregarded the patent significance of the previous cen-

tury of class devetropment. This led him to contrive a fantastic se-

quence for the achievement of the transition from capi'talism to a

new order. The revolution would ,o,ccuJ in consequence, no't of the
class conflicts engendered in capitalist society, b'ut of the ':disinter-

ested" judgment of the engineers. The engineers' leadership would
not be established in class conflict but through "self-selection." They
would elect themselves to the task od demolishing the old order.

Veblen's fab,rication of a revolutionary ,overturn is wholly utopian
in its disregard of history and" of the ro e of the working class. The
Engi,neors and the Pri,ce Syste?n represents a "cri'tical-utopian" ap-

proach to monopoly capitalism, to its demise, and to its replacement.
Such 'Tantastic standing apart" from the real contest, fro n the "prog-

ressive historical development ,o,f the proletariat" fertilizes the growtlr
of "revolutionary sects" (Communi,st Manifesfo). Veblen's fantasy

bore fruit in the technocracy of the '30's.

In the Communist Manifeso, Marx and Engels pointed out that the
"signiffcance of critical-utopian socialism and. communism bears an in'
verie relation to historical development." In proportion as the modern
class struggle develops and takes definite shape, they implied, the
critical "attack (on) every principle of existing society''is more'than
offset by the utopian "standing apart from the contest," and the net
effect is a minus.

Veblen's The Engineers and the Price System is a composite of
criticism and u,topia. His criticism of the principles of capitalist so-

ciety in this and his other works remains a landmark in U.S. idm'
logical development. His utopian attempt to dispossess-capitalist so-

ciety, in disregard of the primary role of the working class, can lead

only to conJusion and liberal sectarianism.



A [rude I]istortion of History

This bookx is concise but it is
not a history of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union. The
publisher's jacket describes it as
an objective work, based on care-
ful research into ,,primary source
materials," which enabled the au-
thor "to filter out of his presenta-
tion the usual myths embodied
and transmitted in other ae-
counts." It is nothing of the kind.
The old myths are all there and
new ones are added. One would
never know that this is the history
of a party which opened a new
epoch in the history of mankind

-the epoch of the transition from
capitalism to socialism-and which
has achieved tremendous gains
for progress of the Soviet Union
and the world.

The book centers on the internal
struggles of the Communist party
throughout its long history, pre-
senting them as sordid personal
power-struggles. Although it
abounds in names of leading par-
ticipants and cites many confer-
ences, Congresses, resolutions and
writings-distorted and angled
for the author's purpose-the
reader remains in the dark about
the real, vital content of these
struggles.

WITIJ}II\,I WEINSTONE

The conceptual framewor,k of
the book is that the Communist
Party is not really a political
party, but a dictatorialJed con-
spiracy whieh seized government
power by means of demagogy,
ruthlessness and diabolical schem-
ing. It has exercised that power
as a bureaucratic clique, and main-
tains itself today as a "privileged
elite." But how could such a party,
and such Ieaders achieve the well-
known and amazing successes in
the field of science, industry, cul-
ture and sport? Is this not a
contradiction ? This, however, is
not explained. In fact, these
achievements are suppressed.

To fit in with this reactionary
FBI version of communism, the
author states that the precursors
of the Communist Party u,ere the
Narodnik Ieaders Nachayav and
Tkachov who, he says, "wrote and
conspired along the lines which
Iater reemerged in Bolshevik doc-
trine as expounded by Lenin."
This is old hat. Nachayav never
once appears in Lenin's 40-Volume
Works, and Tkachov once or twice,
briefly and critically. Lenin and
the Russian Marxists highly re-
spected the old "Narodnya Volya',
(People's Wiil) group for its self-

_ 
* 

I9h9_S, Reshetar, Jr., A Concise Historg of the Co,rnmu,nist party ol tha
Soviet Union, Frederick A. praeger, New-york, 1g60.
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less struggle against Czardom, but
they vigorously opposed their
utopian, semi-anarchist Program
and their policy of individual
terror.

Lenin is described as the son
of a "nobleman-bureaucrat." Actu-
ally, Lenin's father was a
democratic-minded intellectual,
progressive for his time, who
came from a poor, lower middle-
class family. He worked his waY
through school and was a teacher
of mathematics and physics for
14 years and later the suPerin-
tendent of elementary schools in
Simbirsk Province where he
fought government offieials and
landowners in order to sPread
popular education to which he
was devoted. Toward the end of
his life, for his long public serv-
ice, he was elevated to the rank
of petty nobility-a status of little
account.

Economic Struggle

A characteristic distortion by
Reshetar is his discussion of
Lenin's fight against "Econom-
ism." He writes that the "eco-
nomic strugsle did not interest
Lenin" and quotes from What Is
To Be Done that the "Social
Democratic ideal should not be a
trade union secretary but a
tri.bune of the people . . . able to
take advantage of every Petty
event in order to explain his so-
cialist convictions and his Social
Democratic demands to all . . ."
Apparently Reshetar does not
understa.nd the meaning of a

"tribune of the people." Lenin
cites the German Soeial Demo-
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cratic leader Wilhelm Liebknecht
as such a tribune. Liebknecht did
not stand apart from the eco'
nomic struggle. He was a fore-
most builder of the German trade
unions. But he inspired the unions
not only to battle for their dailY
economic demands, but for Poli-
tical liberty as well.

Lenin did not belittle economic
struggle. He formed the St.
Petersburgh League of Struggle
for the Emancipation of the Work-
ing Class which led big strikes in
1895-96 winning the reduction of
the working day and other de-
mands. Lenin wrote pamphlets on
the factory laws and on the exPloi-
tative system of fining workers.
His fight against Economism was
of a different order. It was di-
rected against a trend within Social
Democratic ranks which urged
the workers to confine themselves
erclusiaelg to economic demands
and to leave the political demands
to the bourg:eois liberals. Lenin
emphasized in his writings the
tremendous importance of the eco-

nomic struggle but he counselled
the workers not to stand aloof
from the general social and Poli-
tical movements, not to Pursue
narrow aims, but to back uP the
fisht of every oppressed national-
ity, race and religion and to strive
for the general emancipation of
the working masses from
capitalism.

Lerutn ond Trotskg

Reshetar states that in the
period of the 1905 revolution both
Lenin and Trotsky advocated the
doctrine of "permanent revolu-
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tion" and that Trotsky's views in
this period "were close to that of
Lenin." He infers that Lenin took
this doctrine from Trotsky. This
is a falsification. Lenin,s concept
of "permanent revolution,, was
different from that of Trotsky.
The concept of "permanent revo-
Iution" was first put forward by
Marx in 1850. Lenin in his usual
ereative manner, developed and
applied it to the specific condi_
tions of Russia in 190b. This he
did in his famous work on Two
Tacti,cs of Social Dernocracy,
which the author mentions but
disposes of in a single critical
sentence.

Lenin considered that the next
stage of revolution in Russia
would be bourgeois democratic,
that is, it would not touch the
foundations of capitalism but wipe
out the survivals of serfdom, abol_
ish the autocracy and establish
a democratic republic. The work-
ers, in his view, must not onlv
take part in such a revolution
but try to lead it, since the liberal
bourgeoisie, fearful of the work-
ing class, would not seek to over_
throw the autocracy but compro-
mise with it. After the victory of
the bourgeois-demoeratic revolu-
tion, Lenin held, the working class
must strive to achieve the next
stage, uninterruptedly seek to
develop the revolution into a so-
cialist revolution.

Trotsky's version of .,perma_

nent revolution,' was that of
skipping over the bourgeois_
democratic stage. He advocated
the slogan of "No Tsar but a
Workers' Government,,, a position
which he also took after the out-
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break of the March 1912 Revo-
Iution. Lenin denounced this
stand, which though left-sounding
was opportunistic, because it
would break the alliance with the
peasantry, isolate the working
class, and doom the revolution to
defeat.

World War I whieh brought
on the revolution is treated in
passing at the end of the chapter
on the widening rift within the
Communist Party in the pre-
revolutionary period. Lenin's
work on Imperialism which pro-
vided the basis for his policies rin
this period is not even mentioned.
The March 1917 Revolution is
abruptly introduced as if it came
from the skies.

The book cites Lenin,s 10-point
thesis of April 1912 issued on
his return to Russia, including
the point which called for ..pa-

tient, systematic and persistent
propaganda among the people.',
But he omits mentioning that this
point was part of a policy for the
peaceful transition to socialism
which Lenin thought possible in
the first months of the revolution
because of the existence of dual
power and the inability of the
capitalist class to use violence to
block the revolution's advance.

Strategg and, Tacti,cs

Reshetar finds the principle
significance of Lenin's Left-Wing
Communism 

- An Infantite Dis-
oriler in Lenin's insistence upon
the doctrine of the multiplicity of
means essential to the seizure of
power. He steers clear of Lenin,s
own explanation for his work be-
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cause that would demolish the
image which he tries to give of
a conspiratorial party. Lenin in
this classic sought to overcome
a tendency prevalent in many
young Communist Parties to limit
communist work to mere agita-
tion and to consider the issuance
of extreme left-sounding slogans
as the acme of revolutionary con-
duct. In chapter after chapter
Lenin drove home the necessity
for avoiding sectarian methods of
work and establishing the closest
bonds with the people; of taking
part in all phases of political and
social life, and of working in all
people's organizations. He stressed
that without winning the over-
whelming majority of the people
a revolutionary change is impossi-
ble. He shows that basic change
cannot be effected at will, but can
be attained only when conditions
are ripe for it, when the people
want it, and when the people
have learned from their own ex-
perience the need for such change.
Toward that end, the communists
while firmly adhering to prin-
ciple, must employ the "most
flexible tactics," make necessary
compromises, avoid stereotyped,
identical rules of struggle, and
work out realistic slogans and
aims suited to the level of devel-
opment of the workers' movement.

Like the treatment of World
War f, the Second World War is
given just a single paragraph,
enough to blame its outbreak on
the Soviet Union, which accord-
ing to the author triggered the
war by the Soviet-German Non-
Aggression Pact. The policy of
appeasement of Hitler by the

6t

British, French and U.S. imperi-
alists, and their rejection of the
repeated offers of the Soviet
Union to form a coalition to stop
Hitler, is not even mentioned.

On Stalin

Much space is devoted to the
Stalin period and to the repres-
sive policies of Stalin which have
been ruthlessly exposed and cor-
rected by the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union. He dismisses
as hypocritical Khrushchev's ex-
amination of Stalin's mistakes
and crimes and fails to cite the
many declarations, resolutions and
writings against the personality
cult. Likewise omitted is any
reference to the conditions which
contributed to these harmful ac-
tions-the severe danger of war,
the incredible difficulties of build-
ing socialism in a hostile capital-
ist environment-which, while
not exonerating Stalin's violations
of socialist democracy, help to
explain the circumstances rn
which these violations took place.

Reshetar's view is simply that
Stalin's policies issued from
Lenin and his concepts of orga-
nization. But how then explain
Lenin's condemnation of Stalin
and his demand that he be re-
moved as General Secretary?
Reshetar belittles this by saying
that "Stalin was not explicitly de-
nounced by Lenin, except in the
Postscript to the highly secret
testament." It was not a testa-
ment, though popularly called that.
It was a letter to the forthcom-
ing 13th Congress of the Com-
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munist Party which the delegates
read. The postscript was not an
afterthought, but was due to the
fact that Lenin was severely re-
stricted by his doctor to only a
few minutes of political aetivities
a day.

Reshetar's brief account of the
post-Stalin period is worthless. It
is barren of any analysis and con-
sists mainly of name-ealling. His
bias leads him also to make ridicu-
lous statements. For example, he
predicts that a new program of the
party would not appear because
the party is incapable of producing
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it. (The book was evidently eom-
pleted before the 22nd Congress.)

He guessed but wrong. As
scheduled the new program was
adopted at the 22nd, Congress in
Oetober, 1961. It is an epoeh-mak-
ing work which not only sets forth
for the first time a scientifically
grounded plan for the building
of communism but also formulates
new major theories corresponding
to our times. It brilliantly illumi-
nates the path to peace, freedom
and progress for all mankind-a
program worthy of a great Com-
munist Party.

Psychoanalysis Ilissected

Harry K. Wells states his thesis
in the the very title of The
Failure of PsycltoannJgsisx the
sequal to his Poaola anl, Freud.

The word "failure" may seem
surprising at first.

Certainly it cannot refer to any
decline in the number of psycho-
analysts or other clients, for, as
'W'ells points out, "an informed es-
timate would be that among the
middle class, professional, intellec-
tuals anil cultural segments of the
Iarger neighborhood of one in
every five persons has been under
some form of analytic treatment."

* Ilarry K. Wells. Tha Faihne of
Psgchoanafusis From Freud to
Fromtm, Internationa.l Publishers,
New York, 1963. Cloth 95. P,aper,
$1.e5.
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Nor does psychoanalysis show
any sign of financial decline.

Incomes of members of the
Ameriean Psychoanalytic Associa-
tion range from 920,000 to 940,000
or more, we are told.

Success or failure of psycho-
analysis in curing neurotic pa-
tients is also not discussed in this
book.

It is the failure of psychoanaly-
sis to meet the tests of science
that constitutes Wells' thesis.

Wells contends that not only
has experimental psychology not
borne out the basic Freudian pos-
tulates, but that Freud's theory
actually diverted the science of
psychology from the materialist
road which it had begun to take
at the dawn of our century. This
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was the road developed by Pavlov,
of which Wells gives a lucid and
concise outline in his chapter, "An
Alternative to Classical Psycho-
analysis," describing the relation-
ship of the nervous system to the
external world through the con-
ditioning of simple, inherited
reflexes.

In the J"890's, however, experi-
mental psychology was in no posi-
tion to help meet clinical prob-
lems, and Freud filled the breach
with brilliant guesswork that he
later developed into a self-consist-
ent theory.

He traced neuroses to innate
sexual drives and taboos, whose
origin he ascribed to race mem-
ories and infant experienee. He
developed a therapy that consisted
of bringing these "instincts" and
drives out of the "subconscious"
into which they were "repressed,"
and into the patient's awareness,
helping the patient to adjust his
raging and repressed instincts to
the requirements of ordelly, eivil-
ized society.

This awareness is brought
about through discussions utiliz-
ing dreams, childhood memories,
slips of the tongue, etc.

Wells' book consists largely in
the story of what happened to
this theory in the United States,
from its launehing in 1908 by A.
A. Brill.

The cumbersome Freudian
theory of racial memories could
not long withstand the pressure
of related sciences like biology and
anthropology. Inheritance of ac-
quired characteristics might play
some part in the theory of evo-
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lution, but the inheritance of
taboos and complex compulsions
was too fantastic for serious
belief.

A revised psychoanalysis omitted
this phylogenetic theory but left
intact the stress on innate in-
stincts and emotional drives as
the primary force in behavior,
adding new theories like the "de-
fense mechanisms" developed by
Freud's daughter, Anna, from
hints Ieft by her father.

Out of this grew the reformed
psyehoanalysis of such practi-
tioners as Karen Horney and
Erich Fromm.

Miss Horney gave greater
weight to environmental influ-
ences. But emotional compulsions
remained the primary factor in
her analysis. She derived neuroses
from the conflict between "satis-
faction" and "safety" urgings.

Fromm put even greater empha-
sis on environment, particularly
capitalist environment, which
"alienated' 'the human being from
true happiness. His was Rous-
seau's philosophy modernized by
psychoanalytic terminology, and
he saw the hope for the future in
a flowering of "love," out of which
would grow socialism.

A reading of Engels' essay and
Marx's theses on Feuerbach would
show that Erich tr'romm con-
tributes new words but no new
ideas on that subject.

The question is not whether love
is important but which is pri-
mary. Does a better society grow
out of love, or does love grow out
of a better society.

Erich Fromm, though his writ-
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ings are on the side of humanism
and socialism, still clings to a
utopianism in which the path to
socialism leads through the psy-
choanalytic clinic.

As a result of these contradic-
tions, revisions and reforms, a
Iarge portion of today's psycho-
analysts have branched out from
treatment of mental illness into
the larger and often more lucra-
tive fields of marriage counselling,
personnel guidance and religion.

As such they may be useful to
persons deprived of companion-
ship in family life or political or
social activities who can pay for
a professional imitation of friend-
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ship rendered a few hours a week,
but they should not stand in the
way of genuine psychological re-
search or hamper political and
economic solutions to political and
economie problems.

This, then, is a brief summary
of Wells' latest book which might
give an idea of its scope but not
of the many interesting facts,
historical and scientific, that make
it fascinating to read and reread.
The Fai,lure of Psgchoanalysi,s is
written in a confident style born
of wide knowledge and rooted in
a sound materialist philosophy, in
striking contrast to the subject
with which it deals.



To Our Reodcrs:

Well, here we are in our ner,v garb. We are sure you will ffnd it an

improvement, and we hope it will inspire you to help us do a job that
needs doing-to build the circulation of Political Affairs.

We have been encouraged by the fact that almost daily we receive
Ietters whose writers tell us the magazine is better and that they now
look forward to each new issue. Even some who wrote to disagree

with us also give us a small pat on the back. That is all to the good.

But we still have far to go to reach the thousand new readers we set

out to get at the beginning of the year. Therefore, we want to aslc you

to become a PA volunteer to secure one new reader, to get your
favorite bookstore to carry the magazine, and to raise $5.00 for a gift
subscription to a public or college library.

, As we informed you we are coming out in August with a special

enlarged issue on Automation This will contain invaluable material
tueating the signiftcance and consequences of automation in our coun-

try. You will no doubt want to keep it as a source of reference for
some time to come. But will you share the issue with others*espe-

cially trade unionists in your area? Order one or two extra copies to
sell or mail to shop workers you lorow.

The response to our frrst Political Affairs pamphlet, Catholics anil
Communi.sts, has been good, and we are still getting orders. Be sure

to send us yours while we still have them. We are now proceeding

with the second pamphlet in the series, containing the two editorial$

on "soviet Anti-Semitism." There should be many friends who will
be interested in seeing a copy. Tell them about it.

The Ed.itors.
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